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INTRODUCTION
Odysseus* passage through the haunted waters
of the eastern Mediterranean symbolizes, at
the start of the Western intellectual
tradition, the sufferings that the universe
and his own nature in^wse upon the homeward-
yearning man*
—Loren Eiseley
The Iftiexpected Ifcdverse
Loren Eiseley (1907-1977) was a respected author and
anthropologist, trained also in geology and paleontology, whose many
awards and honors include the Benjamin Franklin Professorship of
Anthropology at the Iftiiversity of Pennsylvania and membership in the
National Institute of Arts and Letters. He wrote scientific articles
for professional journals, con^sed essays for lay periodicals, and
narrated television programs and educational filmstrips on evolution*
He also published twelve books and four volumes of poetry: Ihe Immense
Journey (l957)i Darwin's Century (1958), The Firmament of Time (I960),
Francis Bacon and the Modem Dilemma (1962), The Mind as Nature
(1962), The Iftiejq^ected Universe (I969), The Invisible firramid (1970),
The Night Cotmtiy (1971), Notes of ^ Alchemist (1972)—^poetry.
The Man Who Saw Through Time (1973)—a revised edition of Francis Bacon,
The Innocent Assassins (1973)—^poetry, All the Strange Hours (1975)>
Another Kind of Autumn (1977)—poetry, The Star Thrower (I978),
All the Night Wings (1979)^—poetry, Darwin and the Mysterious Mr. X
(1979)* In spite of Eiseley's notable reputation and acconqjlishraents,
intensive scholarship on him has on3y recently begun: since 1974i
several extensive articles and dissertations about him have been
published; a paper about him was presented at a conference on American
popular culture; and the first annual Eiseley syn^wsium was held in
1982, in Lincoln, Nebraska. To encourage further research on ELseley,
a Friends of Eiseley society, based in Lincoln, has been established*
Although extended research on Eiseley is only beginning, his books
have been reviewed in newspapers, magazines, and journals by eminent
anthropologists, historians of science, poets, and literary scholars.
Most reviewers mention that Kiseley stresses the subjective aspects of
science, urges both scientists and lay people to view nature with
con5)assion, warns humankind of its aggressive characteristics, tod
encourages huinankind to develop its sensibili-ties as well as
technologies. While most reviewers conclude that ELseley weaves
autobiography skillfully and poignantly into his discussions of science,
several suggest that he also usesi it instructively in order to present
himself as an exan^le of how to live according to his scientific and
philosophical principles.
Only three scholars have analyzed a body of Eiseley*s work for
consistent themes, structures, and indications. One is E. Fred
Carlisle. Using The Immense Journey, The Fiiroament of Time, Darwin^s
Century, The Man Who Saw Through Time, and The Iftiexpected l&iiverse as
his basis for an article, Carlisle suggests that Eiseley is a h^etical
scientist for expanding his search for knowledge beyond the scientific
method of experimentation, which esQ}hasizes being objective about itot
one studies.^ According to Carlisle, Eiseley believes he must study-
not only the world but also his reactions to the world; he cannot
separate himself from nature and observe it objectively because he is
part of nature i Thus Eiseley "recognizes the self as the origin of all
knowledge," considering one's own feelings and imagination as inqportant
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to e^qjlore as physical nature. Carlisle finds that the structure of
Eiseley* s essays reflects this subjectivity, for the "rhythm is from the
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self into the world and back; the structure in5)lies interaction, • • •"
Eiseley's subjective content includes his describing moments of
merging with nature and extending his senses*
Because Carlisle believes that Eiseley's essays unite autobiography
and science, he refuses to classify them as science, art, popular
science, or natural histo^. Instead he suggests that the essays
create a "new idiom" for both science and literature, one that
simultaneously analyzes the world and conten^lates the self. To
Carlisle, Eiseley*s personal quest for knowledge "relies on
investigation and imagination for its insights."^ Therefore, Eiseley
possesses an "inner sky" where "science, imagination, and feeling fuse
into a vision of existence at once both personal and scientific."^
Carlisle also contends that Eiseley transcends the label Of
traditional evolutionist, or practices science in other than only
conventional ways, since he moves beyond mere reporting of evolutionary
theory to writing from within it.^ Carlisle says that Eiseley feels
awe and love for the world because he can see the generative and not Just
extinctive role of evolution. These feelings allow Eiseley "to thieve
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a biology which is only 'for the living*«" The theory of evolution
becomes a paradigm for Eiseleyi serving as "a major structxire for
8
perceiving and con5)rehending experience." Carlisle suggests that the
theory influences Eiseley to view survival in more than just human terms,
Eiseley urges his culture to insure that life in some form persists
on earth into the future rather than to insure at any cost humankind's
own particular sxirvival.
In another article, Carlisle discusses Eiseley*s earlier poems
and his first two volumes of poetry, Notes of an Alchemist and
o
The Innocent Assassins^^ Carlisle traces the emergence and development
of several themes which he finds are later "transmuted by the older mail's
e:q>erience a^, above all, by his years as a professional
scientist. • . Carlisle contends that because Eiseley* s poetic
themes cannot be analyzed separately from his science, Eiseley creates
a "new idiom" for poetry as he does for science and literature:
"Scientific experience, fact, and knowledge fuse with subjectivity and
imagination in a single unbroken meaning. Carlisle in^jlies that
Eiseley again transcends labels, saying that Eiseley deliberately flees
from "the nea.t cages we have built to separate animals, people, and
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gods, the past from the present or scientists from poets, • «
Another scholar who has studied a body of Eiseley* s writing is
James M« Schwartz, who in his dissertation discusses Eiseley's
development as a creative writer in The Immense Journey, The Invisible
13pyramid, and The Night Country, Schwartz maintains that Eiseley
moves from presenting facts about evolution in The Immense Journey to
e^resslng metaphorically humankijid's relationship to nature in
The Invisible ftrramid> Although Schwartz acknowledges the
literary inqjortance of autobio^aphy in The Immense Journey, he feels
that Eiseley uses language ^d structure more creatively in
The Invisible I^amid, 'where he develops metaphors and symbols more
fully.
Schwartz calls The Night Country the most literary of the three
works, feeling that Eiseley dwells upon "personal and societal
desiderata" more than upon scientific information and that he freely
uses autobiography, dreams, and symbols.Tb Schwartz, this work is
"Eiseley* s document of personal e3q>loration," in i^ch he recounts
physical and spiritual journeys "into nature and self." Schwartz
finds that the three works show Eiseley questioning "his own and man's
iuidividual and collective role in the evolution of the universe"^^ and
reveal Eiseley changing his literary emphasis "from a denotation of
specific events to a connotative perspective encon5>assing the
experience of all,past, present, and future life on the planet.
Like Carlisle, Schwartz contends that Eiseley cannot be separated into
artist or scientist.
Schwartz considers transcendence, or heightened awareness of self
and natxire, in5)ortant in Eiseley" s thought. Althoxigh Schwartz uses the
term in several contexts, he mentions it primarily when referring to
Eiseley*s merging with elemental nature in moments of "revitalized
consciousness." Schwartz finds that Eiseley urges people to re;)uvenate
their perceptions in order to create a closer relationship among
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"self, nature, and evolution," Schwartz believes that Eiseley shows
how he himself forges such a connection by narrating physical journeys
that are metaphors for spiritual journeys and by recoxmting personal
moments of ei^qsanded awareness. Schwartz in^lies that Eiseley
considers spiritual maturation to be.a self-directed process*
Each person "has the right (and duty)" to reorient his consciousness
and rejoin the evolutionary process; the goal is "to create his own
19symbolic -relationship with the outside." Schwartz focuses on
Eiseley's saying that he "projects" his consciousness into other.lives,
which Schwartz considers a major way Eiseley forms this relationship.
20Schwartz says that Eiseley also projects "revelation upon existence."
The third scholar to write an extensive study of Eiseley is
L. Harvey Kassebaum, who in his dissertation discusses each essay in
five works—The Immense Joumey> The Unexpected Universe« The Invisible
Fyramid. The Night Country, and Ihe Star Thrower—and also refers to
21The Firmament of Time. Kassebaum classifies Eiseley as a nature
writer who, like Thoreau, is a "humanist-naturalist," for
Eiseley listens to "an inner voice" that leads him "to draw both
science and experience together to be tempered by the most unscientific
22
•I feel*." Kassebaum, especially comments upon Eiseley*s similarity
to American transcendentalists, for he finds that Eiseley views the
world with conpassion and with awe for its mysteries. Eiseley also
feels a spiritual, or transcendental, affinity id.th the basic fotce of
organization in ziature. In addition, he shares to an extent the
transcendentalists" belief in "the imperative of change, and in,
23
perhaps, the 'good' of change."
Kassebatun also discusses the structure, language, and themes in
Eiseley's essays. He contends that Eiseley's "concealed" essays always
have a serious point to them, no matter how anecdotal the narrative or
whimsical the tone.^ He identifies Eiseley as a particularly "poetic"
essayist, finding his images, similes and metaphors, "humane" tone, and
"emotional intimacy with natural things" indicative of poetic
sensibilities.^^ Kassebaum especially traces Eiseley's concern about
humankind's abuse of nature and concludes that Eiseley believes that
such abuse threatens the survival of all life on earth. According to
Kassebaum, Eiseley believes that extinction can be avoided only if
humankind reestablishes "a life within the rhythmic, reproductive,
nutritive organization of the natural world" and ceases acting upon
26
nature as if separated from it.
Thus Carlisle, Schwartz, and Kassebaimi have conducted inportant
research on Eiseley., Within their studies, all three scholars,
especially Schwartz, have initiated discussion on what I believe is
fundamental in Eiseley's thought: transcendence. thesis will
further examine transcendence, the word used by Carlisle when pointing
out that Eiseley exceeds norms in both science and art, by Schwartz
when emphasizing that Eiseley reunites with nature in enlightening
moments of projecting his consciousness, and by Kassebaum when
proposing that Eiseley feels a spiritual affinity with natiire.
That Eiseley himself uses the word transcendence in many ways
suggests that he has in mind no one theme concerning it. However, I
8find that he uses forms of the word in several major contexts that when
interrelated suggest an overall pattern of thoughts. For convenience,
this pattern can be called Eiseley^s view of transcendence. He mentions
the word when discussing the "emergent, if not miraculous, novelty" in
the world. This novelty appears as events "transcending the known laws
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of nature." In this context, the mind's remembering the past and
imagining the future are acts that surpass the natural limitations of
time p. 166). He also mentions transcendence when describing new
states of being that result from sudden, new events. For example, he
says that the human brain has transcended the "organic process" of
mutation and, to an extent, evolution, for the brain can convey "social
28
heredity" through communication. As a result, human existence is far
different from that of any other life form.
The word transcendence appears when Elseley discusses the human
desire to reach or become something beyond oneself. He says that
"surely he [[man] did not come [from the distant past] to see himself or
his wild visage only. He came because he is at heart a listener and a
29
searcher for some transcendent realm beyond himself." ' Eiseley is
vague about what this realm might be. He continually suggests, however,
that it involves humans becoming other than what they already are; for
exan^le, he says, that man cannot "save himself [from extinction] except
by transcending his own image" (UU, p.. 66). Such development will occur
by our gaining new knowledge so that "we may grow beyond our past, our
follies, and ever closer to what the Dreamer in the dark intended before
the dust arose and walked" (UU, p. 66).
Eiseley also mentions transcendence when discussing the human
desire for spiritual and ethical growth, which he feels can be gained by-
searching the inner self; "I had looked into his poor but dignified
person's] eyes and seen there that transcendence of self is not to be
30
sought in the outer world or in mechanical eacbensions." He says that
humans yearn for "enlightenment of the spirit—some ability to have a
perceptive rather than exploitative relationship with fellow creatures"
(IP, p. 146). He suggests that even if humans ignore, repress, or
misdirect this desire, it remains vital to their lives: "Man's urge
toward transcendence manifests itself even in his outward inventions.
However crudely conceived, his rockets, his cyborgs, are intended to
leap some void, some recently discovered chasm before him, even as long
ago he cunningly deviled language to reach across the light year
distances between individual minds" (^, p. 125).
In addition, Eiseley mentions transcendence when contenplating both
cultural and individual growth: "Man's vrtiole history is one of '
transcendence and self-examination, vMch has led him to angelic heights
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of sacrifice ais well, as into the blackest regions of despair." He
also remarks, "[l]t struck me that every iruined civilization is, in a
sense, the mark of men trying to become human, trying to transcend
themselves" (NC, p. 80).
I propose that Eiseley's overall view of transcendence is based on
his knowledge of evolution, especially on his awareness of and
fascination for the biological "habit of life forms reaching out into
32new environments This habit results from an une3q>lainable innate
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drive that compels life forms to change, the same drive that Eiseley
says "forced the [first] cells to bring the sea ashore with them" (IJ«
p. 43)* Eiseley feels that humans also share this innate drive; however,
humans are unique in that they are conscious of this drive and actually
can desire and strive to reach out and change. To Eiseley, then,
transcendence is the desire to be and the actual, if momentary, being
other than what one already is. It involves wishing to become ever more
hxunan and moving beyond limitations, reaching toward goals, and
especially listening and searching for new awarenesses. It also includes
gaining holistic understanding of one's place in the universe.
Evolution and, in my sense of the term, transcendence are among
Eiseley's major concerns in both his poetry and his prose. To Eiseley,
evolution is an open-ended process, a jotimey without a known
destination. He particularly expresses t^s view, v^en con^aring
humankind's develo^ent to Odysseus' wanderings. He feels that
humai^djid, like Odysseus, is "homewaxxi-yeaming"—wanting to be safe,
stable, and content with itself. Eiseley goes on to point out, however,
that in the works of many writers, Odysseus finally reaches home only to
einbark on new journeys, even spiritual ones. Thus the destination that
Odysseus thought was the end of his wandezdngs is but the start of new
ones, and Odysseus remains a man in progress—risking, exploring,
seeking new experiences, and in the process changing as a human being.
Eiseley believes that humankind, like Odysseus, has not reached a final
destination, for humankind is still evolving: ''Man is not man. He is
elsewhere. There is within us only that dark, divine animal engaged in
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a strange Joumey—that creature who, at midnight, knows its own
ghostliness and senses its far road" (^, p. 54)- No matter how
disturbing the thought, then, humankind must continue its evolutionary
journey and change in unforeseeable ways.
Eiseley also believes that like Odysseus humans suffer from the
universe and their own nature. Eiseley finds the universe an
indifferent and lonely place for humans since they are the only life
form conscious of its own existence; and because humans, possessing
self-awareness, create the "dream world" of culture, they find that
their existence is cpc^lex, alienated from nature, and existentially
frightening. Eiseley contends that each human also suffers from the
uniqueness of his own nature, since that uniqueness isolates him from
other himian beings and also from the flow of life. Therefore, a human
must reconcile himself to the indifferent universe, his con^lex culture,
and his unique self.
Through his awareness of evolution and transcendence, Eiseley finds
a means to atten^jt such reconciliation. He believes that all life forms
share the biological drive convening them to "reach out" and adapt to
new conditions, thereby developing beyond their present structures and
behaviors. Because he sees humans as a life form that evolved only
because their watex^bbund ancestors "reached out" onto land, into trees,
and over savannahs, he can feel that humans are connected to rather than
isolated ftom the rest of life on earth. Furthermore, he is able to
view consciousness as part of-^not separated from^nature since the
mind is the product, of an organism that evolved beyond its once
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xmselfconscious selfs "The mind • • • has a latent, lurking fertility,
not unrelated to the universe from which it sprang" (KCt p. 204).
Eiseley is also able to consider his culture as but in a stage of
developmentj a destructive tool-using stagej therefore, he can maintain
that his culture should desire to evolve further so that it can feel
more one vd.th the universe. Most in^ortant, awareness of transcendence
causes Eiseley to question his own nature, search for new capabilities
within himself, and explore new ways of responding to the universe,
for he feels he too must transcend himself—that is, evolve further
and thereby become ever more human, more the man who "is elsewhere."
In the following section, I will discuss in greater detail
Eiseley's view of transcendence. I will particularly relate that view
to his belief that the universe has a fundamental aspect of
indeterminism. Referring to his prose work and poetry, I will examine
how his view influences his understanding of humankind's relationship
to the ^indifferent" universe and of western culture's current
technological mind-set. I will also suggest that I^seley believes
that humans should move beyond this mind-set by desiring to transcend
themselves and striving to evolve.
In the last section, I will discuss how Eiseley applies to his own
life his view of transcendence. For three main reasons I will focus on
The Unexpected lAiiverse (which was not analyzed by Schwartz) and
All the Strange Hours (which was not analyzed by Schwartz, Kassebaum,
or Carlisle): the books represent different stages of Eiseley's life,
since The Iftiexpected Ifaiverse was published approximately midway
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through Eiseley's career and All the Stranf;e Hours near the end; of
Eiseley's books The Unexpected Ifriivorse most extensively presents his
thoughts about indeterminism in nature; and both books reveal Eiseley
exploring transcendence and investigating its in^wrtance to his own
life. I will examine how Eiseley continually atten5)ts to reach out
into nature and himself and grow as a hximan being, I will also suggest
that he remains intellectually and kinesthetically prepared to recognize
unexpected transcendent moments and to seek their occurrence.
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Man, unlike the lower creatures locked safely
within their particular endowed natures,
possesses freedom. He can define and redefine
his own humanity, his own conception of himself.
In so doing, he may give wings to the spirit or
reshape himself into something more genuinely
bestial than any beast of prey obeying its own
nature. ... It is part of each person* s
individual evolutionary status that he
possesses this power in unequal degrees.
—^Loren Eiseley
The l&iexpected Universe
Eiseley considers his view of the current stage of human evolution
to be significantly at odds with that held by his culture. Central to
the difference is his belief that humans can still evolve—and should
still evolve—for the betterment of the human condition. He feels that
western culture, in contrast, believes that human evolution has reached
its epitome, a point signalled especially by the modem technological
explosion. As a result, he thinks that his culture is basically
satisfied with the human state of being; he, however, desires continued
maturation in the human state itself.
Basic to Eiseley*s view of evolution is indeterminism, a modem
scientific principle that leads Eiseley to believe that humans will
always be able to discover something new in the universe and in
themselves. This principle holds that the universe contains a funda
mental aspect of une^spectedness that makes seemingly well--ordered
matter inherently unstable. Indeterminacy affects even the most basic
particles of matter:
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Even in the supposedly stable universe of matter,
as it was viewed by nineteentl>-century scientists,
new problems constantly appear. The discovery by
physicists of antimatter particles having electric
charges opposite to those that conpose our world
and unable to exist in concert with known matter
raises the question of whether, after all, our
comer of the universe is representative of the
entire potentialities that may exist elsewhere
(OT, pp. 36-37).
The apparent forms in the universe result flTom particles of matter
relating to each other more times than not in certain configurations;
however, in spite of this overall regularity, particles sometimes
behave in unexpected ways, thereby changing the forms that matter takes*
This underlying, potential disorder is the indeterminacy that Eiseley
considers "a procreative void" from which possibilities for change
emerge. Therefore, he and other scientists assume that matter will
follow basic p}:^ical laws; however, they also predict that xinexpected
events will occur, although they can never predict when and how.
Eiseley never forgets that potential for change is always present:
"This other hidden world, a world of possible but nonexistent, futures,
is a constant accompaniment, a real but wholly latent twin, of the
nature in vblch we have our being" (^, p. 218). He considers unexpected
microcosmic events able to disrupt and therefore to cause altered or
even new macrocosmic events and forms. As a result, he views the
physical world as being only temporarily stable, for alternatives to the
present world may at any time appear. Thus he believes that chance is an
integral and generative element of the universe, an element beyond
human control and one that humans. should never ignores
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From the oscillating universe, beating like a
gigantic heart, to the puzzling existence of anti
matter, order, in a human sense, is at least
partially an illusion. Ours, in reality, is the
order of a time, and of an insignificant fraction
of the cosmos, seen by the limited senses of a
finite creature. Behind the appearances, as even
one group of primitive philosophers, the Hopij
have grasped, lurks being unmanifest, whose range
and number exceeds the real. This is why the
unexpected will always confront us • . . (UU, p. 46).
Eiseley believes that the indeterminism inherent in physical matter
is also an essential part of living forms, for unexpected traits and
structures appear in life forms through genetic intermixtures and
mutations. Therefore as with basic matter in the universe, life forms
will never be static; at one time or another, alternatives to themselves
will arise. However, he contends that life forms are significantly
different from the rest of physical matter becaiise besides having
unexpected changes happen to them, life forms extend into the
environment to become other than idiat they already are: "It was the
reaching out that changed this pattern . • . • It was the reaching
out, that magnificent and agelong groping that only life—^blindly and
persistently among stones and the indifference of the entire inanimate
universe—can continue to endure and prolong" (W, p. 43)* Every life
form, then, has an innate drive con5)elling it to evolve beyond its
present self through continual adapting to new conditions. Thus
evolution is an ongoing and open-ended process.
However, Eiseley sees a dynamic tension existing between the
individual life form*s struggle to preserve itself in its original
19
environment and nature's biological drive causing that same life fonn
to reach out, adapt to new conditions, and change:
Form, once arisen, clings to its identity. Each
species and each individual holds tenaciously to
its present nature. Each strives to contain the
creative and abolishing maelstrom that pours
unseen through the generations. The past vanishes;
the present moment persists; the future is potential
only. In this specious present of the real, life
struggles to maintain every manifestation, every
individuality, that exists. In the end, life
always fails, but the amoiphous hurrying stream
is held and diverted into new organic vessels in
which form persists, though the form may not be
that of yesterday (W, pp. 73-79)•
Tlius evolution also happens to life forms in spite of their being part
of the process restricting change. Eiseley calls this process a
"living web," consisting of life forms existing within the biosphere, or
the biological status quo "in which past life is intertwined with all
that lives and in which the living constitute a subtle, though not
totally inescapable, bsuTrier to any newly emergent creature that might
atten^jt to break out of the enveloping strands of the existing world"
(UUi P- 154)* Eiseley believes that alternative life forms will always
manage to slip through strands of the web, for the "reaching out"
process is finally the more potent force; "Evolution is far more a part
of the unrolling future than it is of the past, for the past, being
past, is determined and done" (^, p. 7l)«
To Eiseley, humankind is but one more expression of life's
achieving a new form; however, because humankind unexpectedly evolved
self-consciousness, humans are a unique life form, for humans participate
20
not only in the physical world but in a mental one as well. This
mental world gives humans the power of discrimination, which makes
their existence more con^jlex than mere instinctive survival: "No
longer, as with the animal, can the world be accepted as given. It has
to be perceived and consciously thought about, abstracted, and
considered« jHie moment one does so, one is outside of the naturalf
objects are each one surrounded with an aura radiating meaning to man
alone" (UtJ, p. 32). Able to share such meanings through language,
humans create culture, which serves as a buffer between them and
environmental forces that influence physical evolution. By adapting
artifacts and social patterns to environmental changes, humans avoid
the physical specialization that characterizes all other life forms,
making human evolution primarily one of intelligence and culture.
In Eiseley*s view, awareness of such evolutionary uniqueness makes
humans feel isolated from other life forms. Humans also feel alienated
from the universe as a vdiole because in spite of int^ise study they
find that the universe is not only difficult to understand but also
indifferent to their con5>rehension: "Nature contains that which does
not concern us, and has no intentions of taking us into its confidence"
(UU, p. 45). In addition, humans feel vulnerable, for they alone have
no "natural" protection against the elements or, more signific^tly,
against time:
21
Under the wind's cold roof itot shelter have we—
What tattered garment can the flesh put on?
Walk in the wolf's coat, you viould be more happy;
Stare with a wolf's eyes, you vrould greet the sun
Only as warmth from rain. In the hollow bracken
Stretching your toes and fiercely at peace,
The minutes would run and your wild thought be unshaken.
By the side of death you would doze and take your ease.
We, in the fury of thought, drink bitter water.
The crystal springs of the mind are like acid pools—
Under the wind's cold roof we are lost and homeless, -
And the flesh is fleslv—we have cast that garment of fools.
Thus Eiseley takes a paradoxical view of humankind's relationship to
nature, for he sees humankind as a life form that has evolved within
nature yet that has adso evolved beyond it.
Eiseley believes that humans, feeling isolated and confused, still
look primarily to their culture rather than to' nature for survival and
a sense of community. He feels that western culture in particular has
developed a "man-centered" world view that consistently considers
humans to be separated entirely from nature. He aliso thinks that his
culture believes that the physical world is stable and permanent and
that evolution, especially humankind's o\jn evolxrfcion, is at an end. He
thus sees his fellovj humans, like other life forms, struggling to
perpetuate their present selves, thereby reinforcing the "living web."
However, he feels that no matter how strongly humans deny and
discourage change in themselves or other life forms, tuie^qjected events
will alter existence as humans now know it. Schwarta says that it "is
v;hat man has already missed, and Eiseley's desire to explain how not to
miss the continual process of ever-emerging life, that is of paramount
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in^jort in understanding Eiseley's cosmology."
Although Eiseley thinks that humans in western culture currently
repress their innate drive to develop further, he recognizes that
talented humans of the past have shown the desire and ability to explore
and change. Therefore, he believes that humans must revive this process
of discovery: "When we fail to wish any longer to be otherwise than
what we are, we will have ceased to evolve. Evolution has to be
lived forward."
Eiseley believes that humans in western culture resist further
evolution particularly because they accept their culture^s en5)hasis on
technology. This ei^jhasis originated when humankind^s ancestors began
applyijig their tool-using skills in any way possible to sxirvive,
regardless of the consequences to the environment. Intrigued by but also
dependent upon mechanical devices, western culture continually advanced
its tool-using abilities, resulting in the technology of today.
Although Eiseley acknowledges the practical benefits to health and
comfort that technology has created, he accuses technology of being
both a major result of today's self-centered world view and a
propagator of it. As mentioned earlier, the technological world view^
shared in part by Eisel^—believes that humans are outside of nature;
however, this view also holds that such separateness frees humans to
exploit nature as raw material for technology, a contention not shared
by Eiseley: "It is his [modem man's] technology and its vocabulary
that makes his primary world. If, like the primitive, he has a sacred
center, it is heire. Whatever is potential must be unrolled, brought
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into being at any cost. No other course is conceived as possible# The
economic system demands it" (2» P* 59)-
Eiseley fears that science has become oriented toward technological
innovation and is too often used to fulfill humans' lingering desire
to manipulate nature "at any cost." He believes that his culture's
sophisticated tampering with nature, although promising to create a
better world filled with man-^de conveniences, actually threatens the
security of humankind's future, for science may be out of control,
causing in the wake of technological growth profound damage to the
earth through pollution, decimation of resources, and the extinction of
life forms. Calling himiankind a "slime mold" and a "world eater,"
he warns that its technological destructiveness threatens the basic
system of nature as now known because such environmental changes
may destroy forever the nature that humans d^end tQ)on for physical
survival:
Now man is master here with leaping death,
grenades, flamethrowers, the power of sola3>-flares,
the force to hurl
missiles against the moon. Novr man is master here,
a dinosaur,
Gorgon, perhaps, incarnate once again.
Note the shrunk arms, bipedal gait, contrived
bulldozer jaws, but delicately manipulating still
tflith small dry hands
his final test-tube death.^
Eiseley also contends that because humans in western culture are
in^ressed too easily with the superficial benefits of science, their
pride has swelled out of proportion, causing them to reject their
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earlier beliefs that saw tqysterious connections between life forms and
instead to accept the man-centered perspective of today. He feels
that with this de-en^^hasis on subjective communication between self and
nature and with the corresponding en^hasis on scientific rationalization)
western culture has come to define progress solely as technological
expansion* Thus not only all economic but also all social segments of
the culture are e:5)ected to fulfill materialistic goals, resulting in
widespread social trauma (FT, p. 121). He especially feels that the
en^hasis on technology forces individuals to follow prevailing groi^
standards rather than explore and develop personal ones (FT, p. 137).
Therefore, uncontrolled technological growth endangers civilization
itself, for material progress wrought at the earth's eo^ense has not
brought about con^ensating ^iritual progress. In contrast, the
technology in cultures that still feel part of nature can reinforce
humans' spiritual well-being and their sense of place in the universe.
Biseley describes a band of Indians reading messages on burnt bones:
It is true that instructions for getting one's food,
for hunting,
might seem the sole issue here and the shaman's reading
extrapolated
becomes mathematics and systems analysis
in the modem state.
But no, I think not and I envy the dark-faced man by the fire,
His magic is not small, he is reading
something permanent^ bound into his universe
that he can decipher,
a code that can be read by the informed seer,
a voice from the universe reassuring for man,
hungry, enfeebled,
but knowing
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there is a message to be read and one can find it •
any time In the fire*
The world is held together
and nan has his place:
that is the message: the food comes after and is acc^table*
• ("RLoneer 10^" lA, p. 21)
To Eiseley, then, humans in western culture are at a crisis point
in their evolution, for instead of struggling to survive nature*s
elements, humans are now struggling to survive the dangers they create
for thoDselves. He urges his fellow humans to move beyond this crisis
point by embarfdng once again on the quest for transcendence;
It is no longer enou^ to see as a man sees-
even to the ends of the universe* It is not
enpu^ to hold nuclear energy in one^s hand like
a spear, as a man would hold it, or to see the
ligihtniry, or times past, or time to come,
as a man would see it. If we continue to
do this,, the great brain—^the human brain-
will be only a new version of the old trap,
and nature is full of traps for the beast
that cannot leam (iKTt pp. 5^55)»
Fundamental is his belief that htmians must seek a new cultural
definition of "humankind." To "no longer see as a man sees" implies that
humans must "be" different than what they are, which rests on their
defining themselves as more than exc^tionally intelligent and
dexterous tool users. Humans must reconsider not only how they
presently use their minds, bodies, and senses but also how they can
use them to es^erience the universe and behave in it. To Klseley,
humans have but begun to e3q)lore potentials other than tool-using ones;
therefore, humans are still on. their way to understanding "human"
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means or what "humane" values, machines, and institutions can become.
Tl^us Kiooley feels that humans in his culture can continue evolving
only if they do not adopt the technological viewpoint tha.t considers
superlative tool-using skill the sign of evolutionary culmination. He
feels that humans should adopt instead a viewpoint that also considers
the achievement of "meaning," and not Jxist materialism, to be the goal
in life. Ultimately, hiunans should seek the meaning of their own
nature—who they were, are, and can be. Especially inportant is the
seeking for what they can be; "There is . • . [an] a^ect of man's
mental life which demands the utmost attention, even though it is
manifest in different degrees in different times and places among
different individuals; this is the desire for transcendence—
a peculiarly human .trait" (^, p. 1A.5)»
Eiseley sees humans seeking and achieving transcendence through
their "mental life"—their most unique and unexpected evolutionary
trait. He finds the mind to be a "sort of organ of indetermination"
which offers humans not only a new world of thought, dreams, and
ijnagination but also a world other than the physical one where humans
experience the unexpected. Eiseley says that Mthe rare freedom of the
particle to do what most particles never do is duplicated in the
solitary universe of the human mind" (KG, p. 136). Some individuals
may experience sudden, unexpected thoughts; others may form unique,
unexpected ways of vievdng the world.
Eiseley believes that humans can evolve beyond themselves
primarily by listening to and searching within themselves rather than
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seeldLng new "technological conquests over the environment (FT« p» 179)*
Because he considers the to be humankind* s essential and enduring
characteristic, it becomes for him the predominant means by which
humans can transcend* In &;hwartz*s wordS| "For KLSeley, the mind's
journey into unknown realms of thought and feeling is the 'supreme
5
epitome of reaching out*."
Of the mind's mai^ capabilities, Eiseley finds most significant
its power of imagination, for the ijnagination determines humans*
expectations of th^elves and the future, creating a process of self-
fulfilling prophecy: humans dmagine a certain future and then behave
in order to bring it about'—-often con^etely unconscious of the
process. Eiseley believes that humans can become conscious of
participating in this self-fulfilling prophecy, even to the point of
influencing their evolution.^ Humans can direct their developnent by
Imagining a variety of futures, choosing among them, and then working
to bring that choice into being, Siich control over evolution brings
with it great responsibility, for humans can imagine destructive as well
as socially compassionate futures. If not constantly vigilant about
how their visions Influence their behavior, humans may find that their
stray "bestial" thou^ts are leading them to a future existence worse
than their present one: "We are more dangerous than we seem and more
potent in our ability to materialize the unexpected that is drawn from
our minds" (UU, p. Thus since the mind is humankind's most
powerful and definitive characteristic, humans must seek both to free
its potentials and to direct its power for the good, zK>t ham, of
2S
life on eairbh.
Althou^ Eiseley believes that "inner" transcendence can lead in
innumerable directions^ he never loses sight of humans* inability to
transcend their connection to nature. He believes that they will
never escape their physical d^ehdence and should never forget their
spiritual dependence on nature. As mentioned earlier, human physical
evolution will always be influenced by chance in the fom of genetic
combinations and mutations. Therefore, althou^ Inimazis are unique in
nature for being able to infliience their evolution, they are
nonetheless still ^ nature. Althou^ humans fulfill through mental
reaching out the biological habit of groping toward new conditions,
humans need to maintain their spiritual connection to nature as
inspiration and as a reminder that they are evolving along with nature.
Possessing such a spiritual connection, humans will reach toward a
future in itoch they live haimoniously, not destructively, with nature.
Kassebaum calls the biological drive toward change "life force," and
contends that Eiseley believes if "we do not isolate ourselves from that
force, and the roots and source of that force, we may not only survive
but triun^h."' Eisel^ particularly believes that the imagination
allows humans to connect again to this force, which in a poem he calls
"that vast thing sleeping" in nature and the self:
Yes, I try to penetrate the future. Only man
thinks of it, if he does, but so does also
that vast thing sle^ijig in the swan^js of time.
I am his chUd, think that ny thou^ts must run
in similar directions; lately we have conceived
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pity and hope. Take this as a sign infused
into our yearning flesh by that old sleeper
deep in the Carboniferous, now awake and tired
of >Aiat he dreamed before* We are his shape and noz>«shape*
He dreams in us and resushesj heavily we si^«
If we must dream for him, mark that we should dream well.
("That Vast Thing Sleeping," p. 66)
Eiseley feels that humans will r^oain spiritually connected to
nature because they also possess both a faint memory of their
unselfconscious animal past and the power to imagine their an-imfli as well
as pre-animal past (DU, p. I65)- He feels that the ability to imagine
the past, remonber it, and even for a moment relive it enables humans to
perceive ways to live in the universe other than the ciirrent
technological way. He says, "Tomorixjw lurks in us, the latency to be
all that was not thieved before" (OT, p. 220). Humans, then, remain
spiritually dependent t^n nature as a source for discovering
alternative ways of "being."
ELseley does not suggest that humans return to their brute aiyimaT
state or to a subsistence-level existence j rather he suggests that
throu^ their imagination humans reestablish contact with nature in the
present and with the perceptions, feeliiigs, and behaviors they had when
they were an unselfconscious, harmonious part of nature in the past.
Such contact increases humans* choices about how they may want to and may
even need to live in the future. Thus humans ideally will interweave
their remembrance of the jjast, their sensitized experiences of nature
in the present, and their "enlightened" expectations about the future
in order to extend their conceptions of self beyond those perpetuated
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by the technological world view. This process is foreshjadowed in
Eiseley*s poem "Dreamed in a Dark MiHemri'um":
Dreamed in a dark millennium I did not live
in human time, but rather was a crawling landscape of eons,
boulders gouged out, great canyons scarred n^r face,
mesas of thought were heaped on me by winds,
and all that'time amidst light, dariaiess, desert rains,
I lived and dreamed some planetary dream,
inyself, old earth-father, had devised, indifferent to life
stiff-jointed mostly, in the gully fans and washes.
Who's to care what troubles a continental face?
Ice, saber teeth, or mammoth tusks, they melt or drop
and are forgotten while the face lives on, primordial
cross hatched, seamed in distorted strata, but somehow young
and smiling still
about some work, some dream. Great God
who'd wish iji a single night to penetrate
the mighty caverns of the intellect and find
such ruin prized there, but such building too,
stone laid on stone to heave a mountain up and then to place
some yellow^eyed and cloudy-coated leopard
high on the cliffs to rule amidst the blizzards.
Beauty then
out of the stones and slashes, and. Just at the edge .
of morning, light.
Stretched in my bed, giant continental bed, I sighed,
having glinipsed man, some way within n^rself, and wept,
wept for what it was he strove, for trtiat he lost,
could not attain, wept
in the cold morning, joyed agaiji to live, in the half li^t
before the daylight came.°
Eiseley believes that artists possess am innate sensitivity toward
indeterminism in nature and toward the ability of the imagination to
give rise to une^^ected insights. He feels that artists are in touch
with the biological process of change: "The artist's endeavor is to
make it [the potential] happen—the unlawful, the oncoming world,
whether endiuable or mad, but shaped, shaped always by the harsh angels
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of truth, the truth as glinpsed through the terrible crystal of
genius" p. 250). Through their insights, artists contribute as
much as scientists to human knowledge, for artists have a "preternatural
sensitivity to the backward and forward reaches of time. They probe
into life as far as, if not farther than, the molecular biologist
does, because they touch life itself and not its particulate structure"
(IP, p. 125). ^ Eis^ey, Henry llioreau was such an artist, one who
tried to form a new vision and definition of humankind; he says that
Thoreau "knew only that by approaching nature he would be consulting, in
every autumn-leaf fall, not alone those who had gone before him, but
those who would come after" (Ug, p. 13S)»
Eiseley*s view that artists and scientists contribute equally to
knowledge blurs the distinctions between soi; and science. Because he
holds such views as this, it has been suggested that he offers
"nothing less than a corrective statement on the modem view of the
o
uxliverse and the human priozdties set within it."^ Eiseley especially
challenges western culture's view of what knowledge is and how it is
used. He finds too limiting the modem trend of analyzing, and
explaining the universe through reductionism, a trend supported
especially by science: "... I find something that is not accounted
for veiy clearly in the dissections to the ultimate virus or ciystal
or protein particle. !Sven if the secret is contained in these things,
in other words, I do not think it will yield to the kind of analysis
our science is capable of making" (IJ, p. 202).
He finds this same reductionism inherent in sci^tific studies of
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evolution which consider only human similarities to the crueler side of
animals, thereby ascribing to human behavior set e:q)lanations as well
as predictions. He especially thinks that reductionists emphasize the
less in^jortant factors in hum^ evolution-^the exterior, environmental
forces. He, on the other hand, considers humans' inner, "finer"
qualities such as altruism and cooperativeness to be the major selective
forces that gave rise to social interaction and therefore human
survival (UU, p. 185). He thinks that these qualities stiU influence
human evolution and deserve great attention, for they prove that
humankind is innately not just a "world eater" but also a "potential
love animal" concerned for the welfare of all life forms. ,
Eiseley finds it paradoxical and frustrating that although modem
scientists accept indeterminism as part of the universe, they generally
reject implications that it is part of human nature as well. These
scientists are unwilling to admit that the human future is open to
continual change and that humankind, therefore, will never have all the
answers about its own nature.
Also frustrating to Eiseley is science's general refusal to admit
that there is mystery in -the universe, that much remains and will
continue to remain unexplained, and that the universe is a reaOm not
just to be analyzed but also to be marveled at. Concerned that many
scientists are of such an overly rational bent, he points out that a
second but rarer type of scientist also exists—"the educated man viho
still has a controlled sense of wonder before the universal noystery"
(ST, p. 190). He considers Francis Bacon an exanqjle of this second
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type of scientist, for Bacon was interested less in deterinining
isolated, experimental facts and more in forming a "vision of \diat
science in its totality meant for man."^^ Eiseley particularly
admires Bacon's use not only of the experimental method to understand
the world but also of conten5)lative thought expressed through writing.
He feels that Bacon's philosophical insights were themselves scientific
discoveries, for those insists led to new ways of thinking about
nature that expanded knowledge as significantly as did newly discovered
facts and objects (MW^ pp. 62-63). By not solely conducting en^irical
studies and writing narrowly-focused reports. Bacon was able to discuss
and explore the larger picture of science and society, thereby
furtheidjig holistic rather than just reductive knowledge. To Eiseley,
the quest for holistic knowledge allows scienti^s to feel awe for the
universe, and he feels that such knowledge and awe lead humans to
consider themselves and all parts of nature interrelated. Once such a
view of nature is held, humans will use knowledge not just to satisfy
their age-old desire to mana^julate nature but to fulfill their finer
desire to live harmoniously within it. They will then direct their
science as Bacon advocatedU-"for the uses of life."
Thus Eiseley believes that humans must shake off the self-
cdn^lacency that the technological viewpoint has lulled them into and
instead rediscover life's "eternal dissatisfaction with itot is." By
questioning their cultural assuinptions and exploring new ones through
imagination and contact with nature, humans acknowledge their innate
drive to reach out and thereby rejoin spiritually the community of
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biological nature* Eiseley feels that humans should at least try to
influence their evolution; otherwise, cultural inertia directs the
future for them: "In spite of our boasted [^scientific] vigor we wait
for the next age to be'brought to us by Madison Avenue and General
Motors. We do not prepare to go there by means of the good inner life.
We wait . . (FT, p. 1A4).
Eiseley urges anything but waiting* He wants humans to form new
values, ones he hopes will include the "cultivation" of "noble minds,"
"toleration," "escape fSrom irrational custom," "wisdom interfused with
con5)assion," "charity," and "the obscure sense of the holy*" He
especially hopes that humans wi3J. achieve love for all life forms and
even love for the frightening, indifferent universe. VJhen such love
finally happens, humans will have overcome their age-old concern for
external manipulation of the world and have begun inner, con^ssionate
connection with nature—^which Eiseley feels is the ultimate goal of
transcendence.
RLseley holds hope of such transcendence not only for humankind
and western culture but also for himself individually. He tries to
reconcile himself not only to the indifference of the universe and to
his culture's technological mind-set but also to his own nature.
W. H. Auden says that if he has understood Eiseley correctly, "the first
point he wishes to make is that in order to be a scientist, an artist,
or a doctor, a lawyer, or what-have-you, one has first to be a human
being. ES-seley ultimately wants to discover the type of human being
he is, and his belief in ongoing evolution leads him to such self-
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analysis. Carlisle says that the theory of evolution is Eiseley*s
"instrument or paradigm. And through it he makes discoveries, he
12
writes about them, and he writes with love." Because Eiseley believes
that humankind innately wishes to transcend itself and be more one with
the world, he feels that he as an individual must meet that
challenge too.
Eiseley, then, desires to further his own evolution, realizing
that he must struggle against the limits defined by his natural senses,
the preconceptions iirposed on him by his culture, and the idiosyncrasies
inherent in his own character* He understands that the idiosyncrasies
in particiilar determine that each person will reach out in different
ways and to different degrees, a point discusses by Thoreau, who
Eiseley says indicated "that the individual in all his reading, his
traveling, his observations, would follow onJy his own footprints
through the snows of this world* He would see i^t his teo^erament
dictated, hear what voices his ears allowed him to hear, and not one
whit more. This is the fate of every man" (^, p. 103). This is
the fate that Eiseley wants to avoid by trying to reach beyond his
personal and human limitations:
I find
something as unseen and precious
thpu^ finite
locked in hqt mind
but outside,
do 3rou understand,
outside this inside of nature
we are forced to inhabit. But the getting through
is individual*
("Five Men from the Great Sciences," p* 72)
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IQiowledge of evolution ultimately becomes for Eiseley a framework
for living in the universe and in his culture. Such knowledge gives
an underlying meaning to his life by providing at least a basic
explanation for human existence within the universe, the ten^jerament of
his particular culture, and the potential nature of humankind. This
knowledge also gives direction to his life by sanctioning his
dissatisfaction with his cultxire and by indicating finer qualities which
his fellow humans can seek to enhance in themselves. Most in^ortant,
the knowledge of evolution gives meaning and direction to his feeling
of dissatisfaction with himself. The scientific principle of
indeterminism establishes that changes in hiinself can occur; the
biological trait of reaching out assures him that his wanting to change
is "natural*' and can lead to successful alterations; and the htunan
phenomenon of transcendence?—of extending one*s conceptions of self and
nature—provides him with a goal toward which his personal reaching out
can lead.
Eiseley, then, is one man risking, e:{pioring, and seeking
transcendence. Believing that humankind's primary f^'eedom is to
"define and redefine" itself, he wishes to reach toward a new definition
and vision of himself. Also believing that humans possess in unequal
degrees the power to treuisc^d, he wishes to "give wings" to his
imagination and discover his own potentialities. He feels that once
such evolutionary reaching out is reborn in western culture in
individuals such as himself, the process will spread. "After us," he
says, "there will be others" (UU, p. S9). The Iftiexpected Universe and
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All the Strang;e Hours reveal his investigating and cultivating
transcendence of self.
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u.
^ere bad X read about an old circus lion
in Britain who had escaped from his cage?
They had found him on the moors bedded
dovm with some sheep he had not harmed*
It was the Christmas feel of kind, t thought^
for the variegated life of the world across
the boundaries of form, the thing so lost to
most of us, save for the confident talking
cat and the lion and the wistful thinking
of poets:
for I
love forms beyond ny own
and regret the borders between us*
•~-Loren E^seley
All the Strange Hours
Eiseley tried to further his own evolution by continually
reaching toward greater understanding of himself and the universe, an
ever-developing process based on his gaining and then interrelating
singular new awarenesses. Reflecting on t^s process, he says,
whole life had been unconsciously a search, and the search had not been
restricted to the bones and stones of my visible profession" (UU,
p. 197). His seai^h was also for continued growth as an individual
and for new ways of living as a human in the universe. Desiring such
change, he lived in a state of readiness, actively seeking and
receptively experiencing transcendence of self, which occurred in two
interdependent vsyst through deliberate, sustained effort that led
to personal and professional evolution, and through unexpected,
sustaining experiences—or "miracles" as Eiseley calls them—^that
contributed to that growth*
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Eiseley*s sustedjied effojrfc to develop his capabilities was
immediately reflected in his well—noted ability to avoid labels*
Because he wrote not only scientific articles but also personal essays|
poetry, and books for lay audiences, scholars have been unable to
classify him sin5)ly as an anthropologist, literary artist, philosopher,
or popular science writer. This transcending of professional roles and
labels was a key means by which Eiseley, over time, achieved new
definitions of himself and thereby continued to evolve. Fearing
personal ^d professional stasis and believing that he could develop
further, he challenged himself to expand into a variety of disciplines
and to adapt to new Intellectual conditions* However, he never adapted
entirely to any one discipline or allowed himself to gain a narrowly-
fixed professional reputation* By continually moving among disciplines,
yet maintaining practices and viewpoints of each, he blurred their
borders* As a result, his writings are a complex blend of scientific
fact and theory, personal experience, and llterazy Imagexy and
symbolism*
The ttiexpected Universe reflects this blurring of professional
borders. It is the third prose book based on the structure Eiseley
identifies as the concealed essay, "in which personal anecdote was
allowed gently to bring under observation thoughts of a more purely
scientific nature*"^ Eiseley had experimented earlier with prose
writing, but his effort "had been largely submerged by departmental
discipline" (ASH« p. 17S). Therefore when he wrote his first book,
.The Immense Journey, he reached beyond the limits of "the straltly
A1
defined scientific article" and atten5)ted a more individualistic
endeavor (ASH, p. 177). Kie Firmament of Time and The Ifaexpected
Iftiiverse followed, earning for him such loosely defined labels as
"literary stylist" arid "imaginative naturalist." Later prose books
vdth this "concealed" essay structure are The Invisible pyramid and
The Night Country*
•The Ifeiexpected Universe is a collection of such "concealed" essays
addressing scientific topics through the medium of autobiography.
These topics ^e discussed indirectly, a process established in
The Tmrnf^nsft Jpumey; "A personal anecdote introduced it [each essay],
personal material lay scattered through it, personal philosophy
concluded it, and yet I had done no harm to the scientific data" (ASH,
p. 178). For ex^le, in the closing chapter of Kie Iftiexpected
Universe, ELseley narrates his meeting a woman with Neanderthal-like
features and uses that encounter as the basis for discussing scientific
subjects raised throughout the book, subjects such as une:q)ected
occurrences in nature, the biological urge to change, and humankind's
intellectual progress from the ice age to the modem age.
An, the Strange Hours is also consistent with Eiseley*s blurring
of disciplinary borders, for Eiseley expBXidQd the range of his
professional endeavors by writing an autobiography. However, science
still is inherent in this work, for subjects such, as indeterminism and
humankind's age-old characteristics remain part of his discussions;
indeed, Edward Blyth's contribution to evolutionary theory even Informs
an entire chapter of the book. The chapters continue to follow an
la
essay fonnat, but with Eiseley*s' own life rather than scientific data
as the central focus. Although these similarities remain, Eiseley
assumed a new professional role with the autobiography, for in
declaring his life as his major subject, he ranged farther than ever
from standard anthropological practice.
Eiseley*s professional evolution, then, was reflected in his
transition from writing scientific articles, to The Unexpected Iftuverse,
to the autobiography. His moving to new professional "environments"
expressed his personal desire to seek new challenges, master new skills,
and gain new awarenesses.
Eiseley* s reasons for avoiding a set professional role or label
reilected the con^^lex, interwoven influences of his childhood, his study
of anthropolo^ and geology, and his reading of literature. His
childhood especially influenced his need to avoid being identified with
mainstream professional disciplines. Instead of remaining with one
discipline and sharing comfortably the benefits of such close
association, he joined a profession b^defly and then moved beyond it
alone, a process he began as a youth and maintained throu^ adulthood;
"Across ray. brain were ^childhoodj scars which had left me walking under
the street lamps of unnumbered nights" (ASH, p. 223).
^Hiese scars resulted from a painful childhood in which he was torn
]^etween loving his sensitive father and loathing his deaf, emotionally
disturbed mother. Poverty, shame for his mother, and parental
arguments left him lone^ and without an emotional sense of place in his
family or society. Therefore, even when yovmg he felt he had to seek
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to "be** elsewhere than where he was: "I was already old enough to
know one should flee from the universe but I did not know where to run"
(ASH, p. 26)« Later, as an undergraduate, ELseley for a long time
found no one discipline or intellectual homei partially because he was
still a loner and an outsider to the normal academic groupings: "X
found in those eight years [of college] that my appetite for wide areas
of learning was insatiable, but there was no one to guide me. There
was no one to say, *Be a doctor, be a lawyer, be a teacher, a historian,
a writer.* Perhaps I was none of those" (ASH, p. 75)*
Nevertheless, as a young man Klseley did have a strong self-image—
that of a changeling and a genius. This image was instilled in him by
words written by his father on a piece of paper that Eiseley saw
bun^g: "Remember, the boy is a genius, but moody" (ASH, p. 14).
These words became his guiding influence, for he tried to live up to
th^. Although skeptical of being a genius, he readily admitted to
being different from other people: "[T]he words were profoundly
comforting. father had recognized me after all. . . . He had
known, however overstated, that 1 was a changeling, an oddity in the
cradle of a belated second marriage" (ASH, p. 14)* Eiseley never
forgot his father's description, transforming it into a prophecy, even
a vow to himself which he tried to fulfill durdjog his college yesurs:
"I merely wanted to be left alone, but still I felt this persistent urge
toward books and toward those words of my father which I had seen
crumbling in the flames, never really to be effaced. I took them as my
only heritage. I tried to make whatever dream father had had of me
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into a reality*' (ASHt p. 75)•
Eiseley's decision finally to major in anthropology is under
standable when viewed in relation to his self-image as a changeling,
for anthropology is itself a discipline with indistinct borders and a
wide-ranging definition. According to anthropologist Eric lU Wolf,
anthropology is
less subject matter than a bond between subject
matters. It is in psaii history, part literature;
in part natural science, part social science;, it
strives to study men both from within and from
without; it represents both a manner of looking
at mail and a vision of man—'the most scientific
of the humanities, the most humanist of the
sciences*' In an age of ijicreased specializa
tion, it strives to be above specialties, tq
connect and to articulate them.^
In spite of anthropology's broad concerns, however, Eiseley distrusted
following even its professional expectations, fearing that accepting
disciplinary conventions could ruin his individuality axod independence.
Instead he maintained his image as a changeling by also stu(^ying
geology and especially by writing about and furthering his own "manner
of looking at man." As a resiilt of this "manner," he practiced
anthropology according to his own vision—by writing not only about
scientific facts but also about awe for the universe, s^ystery in nature,
and personal e:q>eriences. He therefore moved beyond writing only the
scientific studies e:q)ected of his discipline and remained apart from
mainstream anthropologists: "I was fond of my great sprawling subject,
but I had learned not to love anything official too fondly, even high
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office. One had to stand aloof. Otherwise one was easily destroyed"
(ASH, p. 178).
Some colleagues, however, disliked ELseley's exploring beyond the
usual limits of anthropology and scientific inquiry. They were alarmed
at his questioning of scientific certitude and admitting personal
limitations: "I guess I'm not a very good scientist; I*m not
sufficiently proud, nor confident of powers, nor of any human
powers" (ASH, p. 90)* Thus some colleagues viewed him as he viewed
himself—as a stranger among scholars. ISiseley acknowledged that he
spoke "not as a wise man, with scientific certitude, but from a place
outside, in the role, shall we say, of a city-dun^ philosopher" (UU,
pp. 2^29).
ISiseley risked such professional criticism partly because he. wanted
to see if he could actualize his potential genius. Even attaining the
high position of provost of the University of Pennsylvania did not
satisfy his cont^ual need for new endeavors. Instead, he contemplated
turning to full-time writing, which appealed to him because writing was
a less defined and more flexible profession than administration.
After hesitating to resign as provost, he recalled his father's words.
Soon thereafter he accepted the Benjamin Franklin Professorship at the
university, an interdisciplinary chair that gave him the opportunity
both to be a changeling and to test his genius: the professorship
provided the facilities and support for int^sive research and freedom
from departmental e^q^ectations, allowing him to reflect broadly about
the universe, human nature, and his own life. His risking such new
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professional endeavors, then, reflected his intense striving to be what
Thoreau and Bacoii—^two geniuses he admired—exen5)lified for hims a
person with the courage to live according to his own values and with
the sensitivity to perceive and then e3q)ress awarenesses beyond those
of most other human beings*
In addition to his childhood and his study of anthropology,
Eiseley's wide reading of literature also influenced his desire to
avoid any one professional label. As mentioned earlier, he believed
that literature contributes as much to knowledge as science. Thus he
used poetry and personal essays to eaqjlore subjects that are inherently
immeasurable and that, therefore, are rarely discussed in scientific
Journals—subjects such as transcendence, love for the imiverse,
spiritual affinity with other life forms, and mysteries in nature. He
believed that such topics, including his own life e:q>eriences, were
worthy of serious consideration and found literature a means of
investigating and sharing them with new audiences.
Most ijigjortant, Eiseley believed that no one endeavor can ever
lead to con5)lete understanding of human nature or the universe:
"DeQuincey • • • did not find the ultimate secret in his nigjit
wanderings, or if he did was silent; Coleridge not in opium nor in the
spilled sheets and books \xpan the floor; nor Sir Thomas Browne in
burial urns; nor I in science. We round back, we return" (ASH« p. 195)<
By saying that "we return," Eiseley implies that no matter what one's
profession, it is tied to the intellectual mind-^et of its era and can
carry a person only so far toward the new discoveries Eiseley sought.
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Ultimatelyi one always circles back to the self who practices the
profession. For Eiseley, the self was the most immediate reality,
for one must always contend with one's own idiosyncrasies,
background, expectations, and perceptions. By saying that he did not
find the ^lltimate secret in science, he impl i.es that he had to focus
also on himself. This focus, once incorporated into his writing, was
never abandoned. However, it did change over time, reflecting his
desire continually to evolve. For exan^jle, his focus in The Unexpected
Universe is primarily on the self in relation to the universe: "It was
as though I, as man, was being asked to confront, in all its overbearing
weight, the universe itself*' (UU, p. S6). In All the Strange Hours,
he turns more toward conten$)lating his own self and personal universe:
"Who knows, sometimes in age, what one really is or if someone else-—
or alternately others—gazes from the eyes that we imagine are our own?
Even psychologists admit to the reality of multiple personality** (ASHt
p. 25s).
Thus Eiseley*s transition from reflecting on the outer world to
concentrating more intensely on his inner world was consistent with his
wanting to transcend his former ways of **being" and to avoid fixed
self-definitions. Although many scholars label All the Strange Hours
Eiseley*s most literary work (in addition to his poetry), several
find it an autobiography that does not meet the genre's usual
expectations; for Eiseley unexpectedly offers a convex metaphorical
and discontinuous description of his life while revealing little about
such usual subjects as awards, colleagues, and even his wife. Once
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again, therefore, Eiseley transcended disciplinary norms, manifesting
instead- his ovm vision of a professional endeavor. He remaijied the
changeling arid resisted any other roles and labels, saying, "I am
every man and no man, and will be so to the end. This is why I must
tell the story as I may" (ASHi p. 23).
Eiseley Viewed his writing as he did Bacon's and Thoreau's—as a
sustained means, like experiments, of discovering and discussing
knowledge and of encouraging others to seek new awarenesses^ Over
time, he hoped his writing will loosen the conservative mindr-set of
academic and industrial science, for he thought that such science
strengthens the technological world view held by his culture. He
wished to relax academic conseirvatism by challenging the accepted
history of evolutionary theory, which he believed does not stress enough
the influence of humankind's finer qualities. By exposing Darwin's
intellectual debt to Blyth in formulating the principle of natural
selection, Eiseley hoped to instigate new discussions of evolutionary
theory and new interpretations of human natxzre. He realized, however,
that such effort• earned him even more criticism from colleagues: "And
I . . . have been here and there excoriated by men who are willing to
pursue evolutionary changes in solitary molar teeth but never the
evolution of ideas" (ASHt p. 195)- He also wished to direct attention
once again to the mystery in the universe and to humankind's spiritual
as well as physical dependence on nature. He hoped that industrial
science will no longer be obsessed with destructive technological
innovation.
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Besides opening the mind-set of science in particular, Eiseley also
desired to eaqjand that of his culture. Idlce Bacon and Thoreau, he
tried to contribute to holistic knowledge by challenging the prevailing
intellectual' world view with words, not with scientific es^periments*
3y writing about nystery in the universe, he encoiiraged people to take
their existence less for granted and instead to marvel at themselves and
the universe. By writing about humankind's ability to influence its own
evolution by enhancing its finer qualities, he encouraged people to
develop a new vision of their future, one that ai^hasizes coii5)assionate
relationships rather than materialistic conpetition. Ultimately, he
hoped his writing will help people feel an inner connection to nature,
which will lead them to feel responsible for its presenration.
Eiseley viewed himself as a potential catalyst for others*
stretching their ^tellectual abilities and discovering new ways of
being human. He recognized that although reaching out and changing is
universal to life foms, each individual form encourages or resists
change in Its own way. Therefore as one human seeking and experiencing
such maturation, he passed on to others wlmt he considered significant
about the pTOcess. Recalling one moment of growth he says, "Not
everyone receives the same truth or exists in the same realm of under
standing. I have written an account of this episode because it involves
a message, and there are those without messages who like to receive
th^ through the medium of others" (ASH, p. 223). His writing, then,
was a sustained effort to influence the lives of his fellow humans. He
left accounts of his experiences, hoping that instead of resisting
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chaise, others too would welcome it. He says, "In vhat has come to
pass, it is for the reader to detect his own gambler, himself as
fugitive, his own rebellious scholar. In the end it may be he will
have discovered personal secrets and in the resulting confusion I will
have achieved my purpose and effected once more iqy own escape" (ASH,
pp, 249-50). Thus Eiseley wrote in the hope that after him there will .
indeed be others to continue humankind* s evolution*
Concerned that humans in his culture have such great pride that
they view themselves apart from nature and superior to other life
foxTOs, Eiseley left accounts of himself abandoning such pride, feeing
one with other life foims, and thereby "being" human in a new way.
Reviewi^ The Unexpected Iteverse. Auden identifies Kiseley^s playing
with a fox cub as an exan^le of this abandonment of self-in^zi^ance.
Auden says that Eiseley thereby shared in the Carnival e:qperience,
where laughing at oneself and at others allows social distinctions to
3
be ignored. However, Eiseley did more than just laugh at hiinself
for playing with the cub| he also abandoned the weistezn view of how
humans can behave with other living forms. Eiseley moved beyond the
realm ,of the permissible to that of the possible when wrestling over
a bone with the cub. He says, "It was not a time for human dignity.
It was a time only for the careful observance of amenities written
behind the stars" (W, p. 210). Thus he showed that he abandoned the
western conception that humans arei superior to animals, ^stead he
"was" as the moment itself dictated—in this case, the fox cub^s equal*
As a resxilt, he presented himself as an exan^le of one human who
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momentarily lived with a different perspective on life*
Eiseley also offered views toward reputation and power that
are different from his culture's. For exaii5)le| he recognized that as an
anthropologist he was criticized for publishing poetry and personal
essays. Nevertheless, he continually risked his reputation, published
such writings, and in All the Strange Hours mentions the harsh Jiodgments
he received from some colleagues. In his autobiography, he particularly
shov;s that power should be wielded other than for the usual reasons of
status or material gain when he points out that at the University of
Pennsylvania he used his administrative power to help redesign a street
comer so that fewer traffic accidents would harm humans and animals.
He says, "Power, this v;as what it was for, not the humiliation of
m^. ... Life, life for the purposes of life, and is that then so
small?" (ASH, p. 205).
The Ifiiexpected Universe and All the Str^ge Hours, then, indicate .
that over a long span of time, Eiseley transcended his fomer ways of
"being." Published six years apart, the books reveal him atten^jting
hew endeavors, following his own conceptions of disciplines, blurring
borders between professions, and encouraging others to search for their
own new awarenesses. Such persistent effort reflected his desire to
evolve as an individual and as a member of the human race. However,
he found that such effort, while personally and biologically necessary,
was sometimes also anotional Ty disquieting: "Personally I have no
con^ss, no directions. For me there is no clear stretch of
road . . ." (^, p. 180).
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Sustaining Eiseley's dedication to continual growth were moments
of transcendence that reconfirmed his belief that the potentxal escLsts
for him—and for an people—to become ever more human. He calls
such moments "miracles," or instances of discontinuity: "The only thing
that characterizes a miracle, to my mind, is its sudden appearance and
disappearance within the natural order, although, strangely, this loose
definition would include ^ch individual person* Ifiracles, in fact,
momentarily dissolve the natural order or place themselves in opposition
to it" (UU, p. 200). Considering valid the scientific principle of
indeterminism, he believed that such unexpected moments can happen at
a:^ time. Once they do happen, he felt they alter forever a person's
fundamental conc^tions about life and make the universe look more
con^iex than earlier imagined, for one realizes that time, space, and
especiaU^ consciousness are but little understood.
These transcendent moments—^when one perceives the universe and the
self in an unexpected way and, as a result, lives momentarily in a new
way—leave a person off balance and imsure of the assuD5>tions vi^on which
he bases his life. Eiseley says that the person can then do one of two
things to go on living sanely: "One must then sijiply deny the episode
or adjust one*s vision. Most follow the first prescription; the others
never talk" (AgJ, p. 100). Eiseley was one who adjusted his vision and
then went a step further: he wrote about such ^isodes. He admitted,
however, that they can never be described accurately and certainly
can never be measured since the e:q5eriences are qualitative. Thus
Eiseley, believing such miracles an integral part of reality, tried to
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(Uscuss them by using literary imagery, symbolism, and metaphor since
traditional scientific experimentation and reporting did not allow him
the means to investigate this aspect of life.^ He moved beyond the
practices used by his more orthodox scientific colleagues*
Eiseley believed that people will e:^erience transcendent iiK>ments
only if they are prgjared to recognize them. Thus althou^ several
people share an experience, only the prepared will perceive any greater
significance in it* He felt that one can recognize such une^q^ected
moments only if he is first -willing to admit to limitations in his own
knowledge and in traditional science's ability to fully e^qjlain the
universe* Because such acceptance discourages one's taking for granted
human intelligence and his own conceptions about the universe, it frees
him to discover radically new awarenesses and wonders.
People must know that they are searching for new knowledge*
However, to find it, they must also have some idea of what can yet be
discovered: "But the treasures* Let us come to the point* The
treasures are in the mind that seeks them* Otherwise they are not
recognized* Foreknowledge and preparation are needed* * *" (ASH,
p. 1^)* Biseley had his own ideas about what can yet be leamed* He
believed, for exan^le, that more can be understood about humankind's
mental capabilities, especially the imagination* He believed that
people can discover new relationships to nature, especially to other
life forms* People can also conceive of time in ws^ less causal and
linear* And people can experLence new types of human relationships,
especially ones based more on con^assion than con;>etition* ^lus trtien
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seeking a "transcendent momenti Slseley had eaqjectations of what he
might find. He says, "How often, if we learn to look, is a spider's
wheel a universe, or a swarm of summer midges a galaxy, or a canyon
a backward glance into time" (W, p. 106).
ELseley particularly believed that people must develop above-
average sensibilities in order to appreciate transcendent moments and
to glean special significances from them: "The common man thinks a
miracle can just be *seen' to be reported. Quite the contrary. One has
to be o . • reasonably sophisticated even to laerceive the miraculous.
It takes experience • • • • One has, in short, to refine one's
perceptions" (^, p. 201). His own "sophistication" and "e3q)erience"
resulted from his self-education, scientific training, and personal
background, which combined to form his own way of understanding the w^rld
and his own nature. As a result, his science cannot be separated fl^m
his personality, for they intertwined to determine how he discovered his
own meanings.
Eiseley's self-education—his vdde reading of literature, for
exan^le, allowed him to draw upon cultural knowledge. He admits that
ideas "do not spring full-blown from a single brain. There has to be
wandering along bypaths, midnight reading, and sustained effort" (ASH,
p. 1^6). He therefore recognized his intellectual debt to great
individual "rts as well as to concerted group effort* His specific
training in anthropology and paleontology gave him both breadth and
depth of knowledge concerning the general history of humankind and ideas,
which he then applied to his own life; for exan^le, he calls his
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autobiography an "excavation of a life." He says, "Men should discover
their past. I admit to this. It has been my profession. Only so can
we leam our limitations and come in time to suffer life with
con^jassion" (ASH, p. 96). His personal background enabled him to leam
in idiosyncratic ways. Identifying his own methods of reaching new
awarenesses he says, "Perhaps [as a child] I had begun to leam
independence among the mad Shepards, or freezing in midnight streets, or
listening to ny father declaim *-Spartacus to the Gladiators, • or when
he coiled his fist and made me shiver when he read from Shakespeare . .
(ASH, p. 173). Thus he learned, among other unique ways, by associating
with strange people, by reacting kinesthetically to events, and by
listening to others.
Instead of separating these aspects of his life that influenced how
he leamed, Eiseley pondered their relationships and their combined
influences, for they ultimately determined the miracles he encountered
and the messages he found in them. His autobiography especially
examines this con$>lexity of self: "Each man goes home before he dies.
Each man, as I, physically or mentally, it does not matter which, goes
shivering up the dark stairs, carrying a taper that sets gigantic shadows
reeling in his brain" (ASH, p. 222). Realizing that wisdom comes from
all aspects of his life, he wrote about many of them, continually
referring to personal e:q)eriences, to literature, and to statements made
by great humanists, as well as to scientific facts and theories.
Tbgether, these aspects ultimately formed his own way of sedcing meaning
in the universe*
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Eiseley drew on this complex training in order to recognize and
then learn from the miracles that sustained his gradual transcendence of
self. By receptively e:q)eriencing these miracles and by actively
trying to instigate their occurrence, he remained continually open to
change# Auden points out one way that Eiseley remained ready to achieve
new awarenesses. Auden says that Eiseley "listened" for a "Voice'* that
"always says something new and ui5)redictable" and that fosters a
"change of self, however painful,"^ Such "listening" can be seen in
Eiseley's waiting patiently and expectantly for transcendent moments to
happen to hijn. Because he thought that even small events can convey
in^ortant messages, he felt that the unexpected could occur at any time;
he had to just remain alert for its appearance. For exaiBple, desiring a
miracle to restore his sense of wonder at the world, he noticed one
evening a straxige light flickering in a neighboring apartment window, a
light he asstimed emanated from a scientific experiment:
I began unconsciously to hang more and more tQ>on
that work of which, in reality, I knew nothing.
It sustained me in my waking hours when the old
house, amidst its yellowing leaves, assumed a
sleepy and inconsequential air# For it had
restored wonder and lifted my dreams to the
height they had once had when, as a young student,
I had peeped through the glass door of a famous
experimenter*s laboratory. I no longer read. I
sat in the darkened study and watched and waited
for the unforeseen. It came in a way 1 had not
exp^ted (UU, p. 199)-
Because Eiseley was ready and waiting for it, he experienced his
uplifting miracle.
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Soon after waiting in his room he had to take a trip. While
driving through a forest with his thoughts "in a receptive mood," he
noticed a shadow flickering in the periphery of his headlights, a shadow
which he imagined was a dog. The sight represented for him the ever-
changing shapes of life forms, including humans, as they evolved through
time. He realized then that his own mind changed over time because his
mind was part of the larger process of evolutionary development (UU,
p, 204). The une:q>ected event in the forest successfully rekindled his
awe of nature's dynamics.
Eiseley acknowledged that even as a youth he waited for moments of
transcendence to happen to him, confident that they would influence his
life. He particularly recalls one "golden" day that he and other
drifters spent at a rural train depot, lounging on the platform and
enjoying the sunshine. At that time in his life, Eiseley had been
wandering from place to place not only physically but also
intellectually; he could not decide on the professional direction his
life should take. He solved his dilemma by watching, waiting, and
listening for a miracle to guide him:
As for me, I dwelt nowhere but in the unformed
malleable present. Someone once said one should
invent one*s destiny, but if so I was devoid of
inspiration. X merely waited and observed,
having none of the skills these others [at the
train station] had acquired. I waited and
admired them all, ... I was merely lost,
waiting to find a role for n^self. • . . I was
young. Someday something would happen to decide
my course (ASH, pp. 63-64).
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Eiseley's "listening" included not only waiting for miracles but
also reflecting on past experiences and gaining new^ awarenesses about
them. This reflecting was meditative, for by recalling events he
allowed himself—now a more mature and e3q)erienced adult—to be receptive
once again to messages inherent in them. Thus he pondered memories from
all stages of his past hot just to relive pleasant memories but instead
to allow himself another opportunity to perceive significances^ He
hoped to discover what he might have ignored or been too untrained to
notice earlier* For example| he recalls his unexpected interaction with
a spiders "In the years since, my mind has many times returned to that
far moment of my encounter with the orb spider. A message has arisen
only now from the misty shreds of that webbed universe" (UU, p. 51 )•
Such conten^jlation helped him find new messages that would help him
live a more enli^t^ed life in the present and the future.
Eiselejr's expectant waiting for moments of transcendence often
proved worthtdiile; and when such moments occurred, he was usually
conscious of their influence. In such events he was an alert, receptive,
yet sokewhat passive participant, who because of his ten^erament. eind
training allowed himself through his imagination to be acted upon. He
i^^eely took part in. such a process because he expected to gain new
awarenesses. However, during some transcendent moments he was almost
foreibly under their control, conscious only later of his participation
and of significances involved.
Even as a young man, Eiseley was aware of some miracles as they
happened to him. As mentioned earlier, he considers his day at the
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train depot as a chance meeting from which he learned a new way of
viewing people and td^e. He says, "It was the most perfect day in the
world| the day time stopped. And I knew it, you see, I was young, but
X knew it even then. That was the miracle, that is why I have
remembered this one day" (ASH, p« 66). During that day, he allowed
himself to accept unquestioned not only the sbscence of time but also
the presence of men who appeared to be of different stages of hiiman
evolution. Therefore, for one miraculous day he lived in the world
differently than ever before.
Other transcendent moments similarly happened to him, and again he
just let himself flow with the experience, aware that he may thereby
gain new knowledge. For exan^le, he says of a fog that cr^t onto a
beach where he was walking, **Finally, it approached and enwrapped me,
as thou^ to peer into my face. I iras not fidghtened, but I also
realized with a slight shock that I was not intended immediately to
leave" (UU, p. 204)« At the time, he recognized that a miracle was
happening to him. Rather than question or analyze the siti^tion, he
went along with it, singly "being" as the moment itself dictated and
letting himself be acted i^n. Once enwrapped in the fog, he sat beside
a boat and then e}q)erienced the transcendent moment: "I closed eyes
and let the tiny diffused droplets of the fog gently palpate nor face.
At the same time, by some une^qjlained affinity, I felt my mind drawn
inland, to jwur, smoking and gigantic as the fog itself, through the
gorges of a neighboring mountain range" (^, p. 205). Thus he became
other than what he was; instead of human, he was the fog-»and he was
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willing to be so.
Regaining his sense of self, Eiseley perceived a message fi^m his
merging with the fog: he was one with the elemental world, and even
his mind had siich physical qualities. He says.
As suddenly as I had been dispersed I found
n^elf back among the boat timber and the
broken shell of something that had not achieved
existence. *1 am the thing that lives in the
midst of the ,bones •—a line from the dead poet
Charles Williams persisted obstijiately ±n ny
head. It was true. I was merely condensed from
that .greater fog to a smaller congelation of
droplets. Vague and smoky wisplets of thou^t
were my extensions (UU, p. 206
He then went back forty years in time and relived seeing his father's
last dying actions—^playing with his hands. Retiiming again to the
present, Siiseley unexpectedly noticed a fox cub beneath the boat he
was leaning against. While playing with the cub, he realissed that the
' • V
universe was "in reality, a child's universe, a tiny and laughing
universe" (UU, pi 210). He then understood that his father's actions
reflected that side of the universe. Thus tIu*ough a series of
une:q}ected es^riences on the beach, Eiseley achieved new awarenesses
about time. He had been able, momentarily, to go back in time to his
father's bedside, and he also had been able simply to "be" with the fox
ci2b, much as humans before evolving self-awareness had interacted
with animals.
Ipi contrast, other transcendent moments happened to Eiseley so
quickly that he was unaware of taking paxt in them; instead, he just
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"lived" those moments. For exairple, once when he was lecturing before
an audiencei a photographer's camera flash caused him immediately to
"fall backward" fifty years and relive his fighting with a railroad
brakeman on top of a boxcar. Unable to control his memory, Eiseley
faltered in his lecturing as his mind ranged from the present situation
to his past experience as a desperate youth hopping freight cars. He
transcended "normal" linear time and gained a new insight about himself
through an unexpected occurrence that momentarily took over his life®
Eiseley also gained new knowledge by being conscious of his
l^esthetic responses. As a result, he perceived events not only
intellectually and emotionally but also physicallyi thereby allowing
himself another way to recognize a miracle and remember messages' gleaned
from it. In addition, his body provided him another means, besides his
imagination, of understanding human capabilities as well as limitations.
Believing that his mind and body were interdependent, he especially
learned fram his body new ways to view his relationship to nature* For
exaii5)le, his scholarly lecture was interrupted by his remembering his
almost uncontrollable desire to beat the brakeman on the roof of the
,boxcar. Descidbing that violent fight, he calls himself "the murderer
who had not murdered but who carried a red wire glowing in his brain"
(ASH, p. 12). This aspect, of himself reflected; his physical senses,
which connected him directly to animals and element^ nature. Indeed,
Eiseley speaks often of his liking to be in action. For exaoople, in a
dream he encountered the mysterious Unseen Player, who said to him,
"You had to turn to scholarship, remember? You liked this crush of
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bodies [in football] better. The direct approach. No metaphysics. At
heart you are a primitive" (ASH, p. 26l).
Eiseley felt that one reason he recognized transcendent moments
was that he, like all humans, retained instincts from the era when
humankind was first evolving.^ He also believed that his instxncts
were heightened by his childhood on the high plains;
I have remarked that I was bom in the central
plains, con5>acted out of glacial dust and winter
cold. I see anim^ faces as readily as though I
sat with n^y mother's one blighted gift in a Cro-
Magnon, cave. The religious forms of the present
leave me unmoved. My eye is round, open, and
undomesticated as an owl's in a,primeval forest—
a world that for me has never truly departed
(ASH, p. 139).
,Eiseley* s frontier environment enhanced not only his kinesthetic
responses but also his subjective notions about humankind's
relationship to time and space. The plains were almost as undomesticated
as the land before humankind's evolutionary appearance. Because he
grew up there, he was well-attuned to responding kinesthetically to
other landscapes that he journeyed through as an adult. For exan^jle,
he. remained significantly impressed with the Badlands in South Dalmta,
where he worked as a bone hunter and geologist. He refers often to that
land's sightsj sounds, and tenperatures. His kinesthetic responses,
gained while climbing, crawling, and digging in other such landscapes,
aided his intellectual understandings of humankind's relationship to
imture, time, and space: "Once, far north in Canada, I came upon a
tremendous pile of boulders tossed about like Ipuses in a huiricane. I
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was dwarfed beside them" (ASHt p« 154)* He goes on to say of such
sights that make humans seem less in5)ortant, less all-powerful, "These
pictures reduce us to miniscule proportions, but I have so long
wandered among eroded pinnacles and teetering tablestones that I have
felt as lost as an insect drifting into a colossal ruini not alone of
earth, but of ages" (ASH, p. 155)- He concluded from his wanderings on
the land and his studies of its fonnations that messages can indeed be
gained from such landscapes* His intellectual, emotional, and
kinesthetic responses worked together to allow him to absorb such
7messages from experiences on the land.
Kinesthetic responsiveness influenced Eiseley to look to nature
rather thm only to humans for instruction, for he felt that messages
are learned better if they are visually and kinesthetically striking
rather than merely intellectually stimulating. Lessons that are
"consciously literary" he remembered even less well. Part of
e^qjeriencing transcendent moments, then, is total physical and mental
involvement in them. "But why should my dance with a crane supersede
in vividness years of graduate study?" he asks. "One can see a certain
lack of disciplined control in a mind of this sort" (ASH, p. 153),
Eiseley did not just watch this crane in the zoo? he moved with it,
much the same way he crouched on hands and knees, wrestling over the
bone with the fox cub. By so dodjig, he behaved, not just thought, in
a new way, and thus recognized and remembered the in5)ortance of the
moment.
Eiseley*s awareness of kinesthetic responses make hijn sensitive to
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transcendent moments that helped him, discover his elemental relationship
to nature. He calls his body his "life machine"—the structure that
keeps his veiy "beijig" alive# He adopted this view of his body early in
life, for as a youth he had tuberculosis. To combat it, he tried livijig
in the mountains, where he learned that his existence was a biological
process: if the tuberculosis spread, he was doomed. Thus he learned
that his body was as in^ortant to his existence as his mind.
Later, when riding boxcars, he learned that his body was part of
the greater "life force" in nature. One night he almost fell asleep
on top of a boxcar: "I drowsed again and spoke to phantoms in the black
dark, hands still held. Slowly, even as I slid downward, something
in iiQr body, something divorced from ny groggy conscious mind, screamed
in protest" (ASH, p. 5l)* He did manage to hold on, and as a result
became even more aware of the powerful groping toward survival and growth
that all living forms—even his body—possess.
Elseley's body also taught him that science cannot fully explain
the phenomenon of life. As a college student, he once unexpectedly
passed out on the doorway of his apartment. Later he irandered not only
how his body restored him to consciousness but also why:
From a single e^qjeiience I had learned I was a
genuine stranger in the cosmos. No blood cell,
no single neuron would ever inform me how the
light of consciousness had been relit; they had
made of me a construct. I was the lonely one in
whom they swarmed in their millions. I was their
creature; alone they had re-created memory and
light. Once more I, the construct, am etemallv
grateful (ASH, p. 78).
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Because such kinesthetically vivid experiences reminded him of the
mysteriousness in nature, Eiseley was receptive to new conceptions of
his relationship to nature. Instead of accepting his culture's view and
considering himself alienated and separated from other life forms, he
realized that he was physically as well as mentally part of the "life
force," He accepted, therefore, connection to and dependency upon
physical nature* When he one day tripped, fell, then realized that he
was bleeding, he experienced a sudden new awareness that the very cells
of his body participated in that biological phenomenon: "And I, for
the first time in ray mortal existence, did not see these creatures as
odd objects under the horoscope. Instead, an echo of the force that
moved them came up from the de^ well of my being and flooded through
the sh^en circuits of my brain" (UU* P* 17S)« For a moment, Eiseley
lived in a new relationship with his own body* He was one with life,
and felt part of nature itself. Conversely, he realized the physicsil
limitations :bhat humans must contend with since humans are "natural"
beings, subject to physical principles. However, he learned that he can
think of his body in a new way—as a universe within and of himself for
which he was responsible. Thus although he learned about his pliysical
limitations, he discovered that his imaginative capabilities coiild'still
expand.
Besides waiting for miracles, reflecting on past experiences,
encountering miracles, and responding kinesthetically to events,
Eiseley also receptively e:q>erienced transcendence by dreaming. He
describes many of his dreams and calls them "interior teachers." These
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dreams were moments when the causal order of the world was abandoned and
memories and images occurired to him unexpectedly, nonsequentially, as
well as uncontrollably. Through such dreams he received messages that
he often did not know how to decipher. For exan5)le, he recounts a
conqplex dream which concerned the lAiseen Playeri Tom Mmry's escape
from prisorij and himself as a youthful drifter. The dream contained an
ia^rtant message that addressed his recurring feeling that life was
really a meanin^ess game or pointless struggle for survival. Tlhe
Flayer told him that the game was called "the count of the days toward
wisdom." Upon waking, Eiseley pondered the dream and finally concluded
that "the wisdom could take care of itself. It was beyond me. It
was beyond every man. But for all that the counting mattered" (ASH,
p. 263). Therefore, from his disquieting dream, Eiseley glebed some
comfort and reassurance. Dreaming itself was a major means through
which he received much needed messages, and as a result he valued
dreams as highly as wakeful transcendent experiences occurring in
broad daylight.
Besides having been receptive to transcendent moments, Eiseley
actively sou^t their occurrence. V/riting is one way he tried to bring
about transcendence, for while writing he experienced unexpected memories
and gained from them new awarenesses about the past as well as the
present. Time was transcended because memories occurred to him
unsequentially, causing him to see new relationships among past events.
As .a result, he lived in a new way when writing, for he decisively placed
himself under the control of his memory. Describing the mind as an
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artist's loft filled with memories, he sajrs,
There are pictures tha:t hang askew, pictures
with outlines bareily chalked ,in, pictures torn,
pictures the artist has striven unsuccessfully
to erase, pictures that only emerge and glow in
a certain light. They have all been teleported,
stolen, as it were, out of time. They represent
no longer the sequential flow of ordinary memory.
They can be pulled about on easels, examined
within the mind itself. The act is not one of
tot^ recall like that of the professional
mnemo3iist. Rather it is the use of things
extracted from their context in such a way that
they have become the unique possession of a
sin^e life. The writer sees back to these
transports alone, bare, perhaps few in number,
but endowed with a symbolic life. He cannot
obliterate them. He can only drag them about,
magnify or reduce them as his artistic sense
dictates, or juxtapose them in order to enhance
a pattern. One thing he car^t do. He cannot
destroy what will not be destroyed; he cannot
detemdne in advance what will enter his mind
(ASH, p..151).
By writing, Eiseley actively gave himself the opportunity to eaqjerience
transcendence by letting his memory and imagination take over. He
believed that the writing e35)erience was related to the indeteiminism
inherent in the universe, for the process developed une?5>ectedly
and could not be fully e:q)lained, although the results—a written work—
could be analyzed (UUt p. 64). Indeed, the discontinuous narrative of
Eiseley* s autobiography reflects this e:q)eriencing of nonsequential
memories.
Trained in geology, paleontology, and anthropology, Eiseley viewed
time in terms of millennia as well as individual life spans, and time
was one aspect of life that he continually focused on, personally as
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well as professionally. The personal point of view was especially his
interest, for he realized that individuals* conceptions of time differ
since individuals will remember shared events differently—or even not
at all. Therefore, he wished to discover more about his own manner of
peweiving time and remembering.
Eiseley found that recalling people and events kept them alive
and in a realm different from that of everyday life. For example, by
remembering his day with the drifters at the train depot, he maintains
the miraculousness of the e^tperience: "It was the last of nc drifting
days and if anyone were to ask what y^r it was—viiat month, what
aftemoorb—I could not answer, I would be able to say only that it was
for me the most perfect day in the world and that is why I retain its
memory, safely severed from time and reality** (ASH, p, 61), "S^ely
severed" in^jlies presejrvation, and Eiseley indeed tended carefully to
memories. :^eri as a child he remembered the past lives of animals and
birds by.planting small gold crosses over the graves he dug for them.
For Eiseley, writing was one way of actively maintaining memories
8
of small things in life that, once gone, are apt to be forgotten. He
knew that published writing is preserved in libraries and, therefore,
is always ready to contribute to cultural knowledge, thereby
transcending the life span as well as the reputation of the individual
writer. By recalling and writing down his own memories, Eiseley
actively transcended the conceptions that time is linear and causal.
He not only esqjerienced his own past in new time references but also
enabled his memories and awarenesses to live beyond his own life span
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and into the indefinite future. Upon regaining his hearing after a
prolonged ear infection, he says, "I ought to write something about
this and the kettle • • • • But mostly the kettle. I mean that little
fiame and how it purred. People don't appreciate things like that,
they never do till they are gone" (ASH, p. 179)♦ He did write about
the kettle, thereby sustaining the new awareness about hearing and
sharing it with others. In the same way he kept alive the memory of
Willy, an apartment garageman. Eiseley says, "He exists in me, he
watches" (ASH, p. 15^). Willy does exist and he will continue to exist
because Eiseley wrote about him.
Although Eiseley did not always encounter or instigate miracles,
he found that both physically and mentally looking for them were
comforting and worthwhile in themselves. Setting out physically, he
often traveled into the countryside alone, knowing that such movement
could bring him into contact with surprising events. He knew, for .
exan5)le, that he could meet imforeseen types of people;
That was another thing about the road. People
were always appearing from some other century,
entering and exiting, as it were, at will. You
never knew whether your con^anions were from the
past or the futui*e. Since by common consent we
had no real existence, we might as well have
been teleported from the future as the past
(ASH, p. 63).
He knew that he could also encounter objects that had the potentiail to
teach him messages. Thus when wandering, he investigated ev^ the
smallest chance occurrence and his own reactions for their possibilities
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to instruct hijn. For instance, one. day while walking along a beach
he saw in the surf a shell that appeared to have writing etched on it.
Intrigued, he rushed into the water and retrieved the shell: "I
lifted it up with the utmost excitement, as though a message had come
to me from the green depths of the sea" (UU, p. 145)• He later learned
that the "writing" was the shell's natural pattern. However, reflecting
on his act of picking up the shell, he concluded that just as he needed
to find messages in nature, so all humans needed to find them.
Eiseley also conducted mental searches, willin^y pursuing new
directions of thought in order to discover new awarenesses. In his
later years, he wished to es^lore his grovdng conviction that modem
evolutionary theory does not fully—and can never fully—explain
biolb^cal nature. After observing in his backyard the complexity of
giant wasps* instincts, he concluded that some phenomena cannot be well
articulated verbally, much less studied enqjirically; they remain
mysteries that can only be wondered at (ASH, pp. 233-39)- Together with
past doubts about science's ability to understand all of nature, his
e:}^erience with the wasps led him to decide that he must continue
moving into new intellectual territory:
As I walked [away from the backyard] I knew,
with the chill of a not too welcome discovery,
that I was leaving the shaiply defined country
of youth atnd scientific certitude. I was
seeking an undiscoverable place, glimpsed long
ago by the poet Shelley
built beyond morbal thought
far in the unapparent (ASH, pp. 2it6-47)»
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To sustain his own gradual evolution, Eiseley often turned to
animals for moments of inspiration and guidance. As mentioned earlier,
he associated with animus not to find ways that humans can regress to a
brute state, but rather to identity huiM capabilities as.revealed by
con5)arisons to animals, capabilities that can either be suppressed or
enhanced and refined. He believed that humans fear their connection
to animals, for it reveals that human evolution still continues and
that strict boundaries between humans and animals may be nonexistent.
As a result, humans feel their superiority over other life forms is
reduced. Eiseley believed that humans should instead value and honor
their re]^tedness to animals, for it can help humans redefine their
natures and direct their evolution toward more humane goals.. Eiseley
particularly believed -that humans can leam £^m animals how to live
harmonioxxsly with nature: "In the animal world lines of definition are
not as severely drawn as in the civilized one that we inhabit" (ASHt
p. 152).
^seley believed that humans can leam more about evolutionary
characteristics which still negatively influence human behavior today.
For exanple, as mentioned earlier, he thought that his culture's
preocciqjation with developing its tool-using skills reflects humankind's
age-old need to manipidAte the environment in order to survive. He
also thought that many of humankind's current aggressive behaviors have
their roots in the distant evolutionary past. However, he also felt
that his fellow humans deny being so influenced by this heritage.
Eiseley says that humans "have come from the dark wood of the past, and
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our bodies cariy the scars and unhealed wounds of that transition. Our
TTi-inrfR are haunted by night terarors that arise from the subterranean
domain of racial and private memories" (UU* P» 195)* He particulars^
thought that animals can help humans recognize and face these "night
terrors," and that humans eventually can grow beyond the limitations
such terrors pose.
By interacting with animals^ ELseley learned about his own
aggressive nature. He especially learned from his dog Wolf, with whom
Eiseley often lost his distinctions between animals and humans. For
exaji^le, after giving Wolf a fossilized bone to gnaw i^jon, Eiseley saw
his domesticated dog protect the bone with wild instinct. But Eiseley
was even more shocked to find himself responding with similar behavior:
"Even to me the shadows had whispered—to me, the scholar in his
study" (UUj P* 95)* Eiseley then lured Wolf into going for a walk,
which restored Wolf to his tame self. When Eiseley felt himself going
back in time to the ice age, Wolf brought him back to the present: "It
was he who was civilized now" (UU, p. 96). The borders between human
and anijnal momentarily blurred, and Eiseley learned to view his own
natiire and his dog*s in a new way.
Eiseley admired cultures in which humans feel spiritually
connected to the animal world. He believed that these humans, whom
he refers to in the singular as "the Indian," perceive few definite,
and therefore limiting, distinctions between humans and animals. Unlike
humans in western culture, "the Indian" believes that animals and objects
can teach humans in^rtant lessons about living and feels that humans,
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animls, and nature are dependent upon each other for survival.
Believing as "the Indian" does that animals convey messages,
Eiseley listened when a cat reminded him of his finer qualities.
VJalking home one Christmas eve, Eiseley heard a cat talking to him from
behind the bushes by his front door: "This invisible cat was informing
me of the nature of the world, of his deliberate abandonment, of his
innocence of wrong, and of my duties as a human being" (ASH, p. 229).
To Eiseley, the duties included fulfilling anijnals* tmst by not using
the power attained through self-consciousness to exploit animals or
deny them a comfortable existence. He decided not to disillusion the
cat and upheld his responsibility by talcing the cold and hungry cat into
his home. He believed that the cat*s initiating communication and his
own responding to it were significant; "For a moment we closed the
bander between forms, we talked together. ... He commanded me to a
duty known between us. Let it stand for the record—I will hold the
memory for him" (ASH, p. 235)* Eiseley not only consciously chose to
interact with an anijnal in a way many modem humans would find strange,
but he also wrote about the episode, describing the way that he, as one
human, was con^elled to behave according to his more "humane" qualities.
Animals especially taught Eiseley about i^t he considered to be
humankind's finest quality: love. Just as the cat instructed him about
human responsibilities, a dog taught him about devotion. During his
days as a young drifter and against his own better Judgment, Eiseley
allowed a stray dog to accompany him for awhile. Fifty years later,
Eiseley still recalled painfully how, after juii5)ing a freight car in
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order to continue his wandering, he watched the dog run beside the
train, trying to keep up with him* Abandoning the dog is something
Eiseley never forgot: "If anyone taught me anything about love, it
was that dog" (ASH, p. 59). Because he felt such con^jassion for
animals, he believed himself an outsider among humans who have no such
similar commitment:
Let men beat men, if they will, but why do
they have to beat and starve small things?
Vlhy?—why? I will never forget that dog's
eyes, nor the eyes of every starved mongrel
I have fed from Curacao to Guemavaca. Nor
the drowning one I once fished out of an
irrigation ditch in California • . • • This
is why I am a wanderer forever in the streets
of men, a wandierer in mind, and, in these
matters, a creature of desperate iji^ulse
(ASHt p. 60).
To Eiseley, learning about love and loving are the two most
significant acts a human can undertake, and they formed the center of
his view of how humans should think and behave as part of nature. He
found his en5)hasis on love rather heretical, however, for it revealed
that instead of viewing the world dispassionately and with a sense of
superiority, he felt an elements affinity with even the least
noticeable life forms. Such love, he says, "was like the renunciation
of my scientific heritage" (W, p. 86). That heritage tends to
separate species and analyze their differences. In contrast, the love
he speaks of reaffirms the relatedness of species which is that all
living forms participate in and indeed constitute the most remarkable
miracle in the world—life arising from chemicals and continually
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reaching out both to perpetuate itself and to grow beyond itself.
Eiseley's love for biological nature and the inanimate universe
combined both his sustaining and sustained ways of achieving
transcendence of self: he experienced moments of love that made him
more aware of his individual and human relatedness to nature; having
e:q)erienced such transcendent moments, he tried to live daily as a
9moi*e loving person, hoping to become ever more responsible and humane.
Instances when Eiseley is enveloped by this feeling of love cause him
momentarily to experience union \n.th nature. For exan5)le, after once
admitting that in spite of his intense scientific training he still
loved the world, he suddenly realized that he "had come full upon one
of the last great rifts in nature". (UU, pp. 86-87) • He perceived that
universal love can happen only to humans since they alone possess the
consciousness to recognize such love. However, this love also joins
humans to nature, for it allows humans to feel one with all life forms.
Therefore, in spite of being the only life form with awareness of
self, humans possessing such love do not have to feel alone in the
universe. They can then a.ct supportively rather than conpetitively
toward other life forms. However, Eiseley realized that admitting to
such love isolated him from conservative evolutionists, for his view
of love contradicted their insistence that life foims must con5>ete
against each other to survive.
The transcendent moment in which Eiseley fell, saw his blood,, and
then realized that his cells foiroed a universe of their own within his
body was another such moment in which he discovered how to love in a
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more all-encon^assing way; "A great wave of passionate contrition,
even of adoration, swept th2X)iigh my mind, a sensation of love on a
cosmic scale . . (W, p. 178). This love made him aware of his
fimdamental connection to the "life force" in nature, which even his
body cells sh^ed: "For the first time, I loved them consciously . .
(UU, p. 178).
UltimateH^j Eiseley learned through a similar transcendent moment
that he was even capable of loving in the most holistic way of all—by
loving the world even more than his own seHJ'# tC.ddle-aged and
discouraged, he walked along a beach and searched for a miracle to
revitalize his optimism about humankind's future:
It was here that -I came to know the final phase
of love in the mind of man—the phase beyond
the evolutionists* meager concentration upon
survival. Here I no longer cared about survival—
I merely loved* • • •
I -felt, sitting in that desolate spot upon my
whiskey crate, a love without issue, tenuous,
almost disanbodied» It was a love for an old
gull, for w^d dogs playing in the surf, for a
hermit crab in an abwidoned shell.
It was a love that had been growing through
the unthinking demsmds of childhood, thixjugh
the pains, and rapture of adult desire. Now it
was breaking free, at last, of ray worn body,
still containing but passing beyond those other
loves. Now, at last, it was truly »the bright
stranger, the foreign self,' of which Snerson
had once written (UU, pp. 191-92).
Such transcendent moments helped Eiseley stretch his individual, and
hiunan capabilities to love.
Having experienced briefly such n^? ways of loving, Eiseley tried
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to live daily in a more compassionate manner. He chose to act so that
he would show respect toward nature, thereby directijig his behavior as
an individual and an influential scientist toward the goal advocated
by Bacon: "for the uses of life." The miracles of love helped him
sustain a caring way of living.
As a private person, Eiseley took idiosyncratic actions to express
and affirm his love for the world. Some actions were intended to
preserve and enhance humankind's unique ability to love beyond its own
species' boundaries. For exan^jle, after encountering a person throwing
starfish back into the sea, ^seley walked away thinking that the man's
actions were futile, for the man was trying to assert his own mark upon
natiu-e by assisting life forms' struggle for existence. However, after
experiencing a moment of oneness and love for all life forms, Eiseley
chose to return to the beach and help the "star thrower" fi^t for life
because even if the action appeared on the surface to be meaningless,
Eiseley could imagine larger ramifications: "I picked and flung another
star. Perhaps- far outward on the rm of space a genuine star was
similarly seized and flung. I could feel the movement in my body. It
was like a sowing—the sowing of life on an infinitely gigsuitic scale"
(UU, pp. 89-90). His returning the starfish to the sea was one way he
put into action his feelij:ig that other life forms, not Just his own self
or species, have the right to survive and flourish.
Eiseley took other idiosyncratic action to express such love for
the world. For exan^jle, after wandering in a field and reminiscing
about his life, he suddenly desired to release his memories much as he
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flung ,the starfish into the sea:
I wanted to drop them at last, these carefully
hoaxed memories. I wanted to strew them like
the blue plums in some gesture of love toward
the xmiverse all outward on a mat of leaves.
Rich, rich and not to be hoarded, only to be
laid down for someone, anyone, no longer to be
carried and remembered in pain like the
delicate paw lying forever on the beach at
Curacao (UU, p. 232).
Eiseley eventually did scatter these memories—by writing them down
and publishing them. His writing, therefore, was a sustained, personal
means of expressing his love for the world.
Eiseley recognized that he tried to act for all humans when
creating his owii more conpassionate relationship to nature. He treated
animals kindly, not just to aid their discomforts but also to assert
a reciprocal relationship that may have lasting influences between the
species. As with the cat he befriended on the cold winter evening,
Eiseley upheld humankind's responsibilities toward animals, careful not
to disappoint and disillusion them. Once instance in which he did so
was during his encounter xri-th a hungry, stray dog living under a
cpndemed house. The dog crawled out to greet him, and he patted its
head lovingly in order to insure that the dog would remember humans
as being kind:
Perhaps, after all, the little we knew of love
may linger a few seasons in the wild pack that
axjams the final rubble of the cities. For a
centuiy or two the pack may lift its ears to a
rockfall or sniff with lifted hair at a rain-
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worn garment that touches an old racial
memory and sets tails to wagging expectantly.
Some dijn hand that they all feel but have
never known will pass away ijn^erceptibly.
And when that influence is no longer felt nor
rem^bered, then man will in truth be gone
. (ASH, p. 148).
Besides taking such private actions, Eiseley also acted publicly
according to his belief that humans shoiald develop their finer
qualities and recognize their inner connection to nature. He
realized that public efforts such as publishing books and giving lectures
would show few short-term effects, that he would be able to influence his
culture but minimally. Nevertheless, he believed himself part of
a larger process of human loving, one that eventuaJJy will triun5)h
and lead humans toward more responsible interaction with nature. This
process of lovd^ is fundamental to human development, for it was
present even in the Stone Age among humankind's ancestors:
Above all, some of them, a mere handful in any
generation perhaps, loved—they loved the animals
about them, the song of the wind, the soft
voices of women. On the flat surfaces of cave.
walls the three dimensions of the outside world
took animal shape and form. Here—^not with the
ax, not with the bow—man fumbled at the door of
his true kingdom. Here, hidden in times of
trouble behind silent brows,' against the man with
the flint, waited. St. Francis of the birds—^the
lovers, the men who are still forced to walk
warily among their kijid (UU, p. 188).
Ultimately, then, loving daily on a "cosmic" level became
Eiseley's goal. He knew that such a goal was possible because
transcendent moments convinced him of his ability to, love beyond his own
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species* boundaries. By acting according to this vision of loving, he
reached out to^^ard becoming a more con^lete human, one who was
developing not only his tool-using abilities but also his higher
ethical and emotional abilities as well.
Thus in both The IMexpected Universe and All the Strange Hours,
Eiseley reveals that he looked to the past as a means of furthering
his own evolution. Memories of his own life as well as knowledge of
humankind* s history helped him imagine a better self that he and others
could grow toward. Con^jaring life to a stream, he says, "What eventually
lies on the outwash fan is memory, and it is from memory that we
hesitantly try to reconstiruct the nature of each individual torrent.
Our energies are fierce, but unlike water we possess a power to flow
toward the circumstances that create our final destiny** (ASH« p. 249).
He remembered and imagined the past, trying to define and redefine his
own and human nature. He vised these memories as source material for
creating a vision of what he and others could try to **flow toward** as
their final destiny. He was becoming ever more human, for he could still
imagine new futiures for himself. Most dn^xjrtant, he was willing to
discover unexpected futtires; he did not Iqiow exactly what he would
become, but he hoped he would at least become more loving toward fellow
humans, animals, and nature.
At the conclusion of All the Strange Hours. Eiseley revels that
even late in life he was still seeldng new awarenesses, this time setting
out to find them with corapanions who live in harmony with nature—his
dog Wolf and "the Indian.*' Eiseley desired to^ return in time to the
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the high, plains, where humans once felt spiritually part of nature.
•Although he did not know where such a journey would lead, he
nevertheless embarked again—through his imagination—upon transcendence
of self:
I knew what I was doing. Uolf would help me,
help me past, that endless confrontation in the
snow, . . . [w]e woiild be no longer man or
dog, but creatures vdth no knowledge of
contingency or games. All the carefully
drawn himian lines would be erased between us,
the snows deeper • • • • We would vanish
together as an anonymous grey blur (ASH,
p. 266).
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Times Books, 1979? p* 76) concerns human responses fozmied even during
the earliest pre-aninal past:
They live In the cold dark water running deep
Beneath the thunder of the falling stream.
Their, lives are vague and formless as a dream—
A con^und of green stone and lidless sleep
Diffuse as li^t, in^^ossible to ke^
Within the lucid angles of a scheme
Devised by Euclid—for th^ glide and gleam
With thoughts all finny that forever leap.
;&ito the sun they hurtle, and their play
Draws down the fishers from the shelving bank.
Men do not ^ess what waters pull their way
Nor from what pools their lizard bellies drank
Once, ages back . . . nor can one man explain
What old newt eye still opens in his brain.
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^ Eiseley*s poem "The Blue in Another Kind of Autumn
(New York; Charles Scribner^s Sons, 1977| pp* 65-66^ reveals the
interweaving of his intellectual and kmesthetic awarenesses.
The following is an i^erpt. By wading in a rock quarry, he
perceives future ice ages:
I stripped once there alone and waded out, but a fear
struck me*
After a short way the place was bottomless
the crepitations of the cold
crept over my body even as I stood in the sun.
No one would hear my cries
and I, momentarily clairvoyant,
felt the cold mount upward grasping for a victim,
a cold waiting for two hundred thousand years
just to swallow one living creature—I could feel
in the hot sun
the nunibness creep up ny toes and ankles, beckoning.
In his poem "No Place for Boy or Badger" (Another Kind of Autumn,
p. 69), Eiseley preserves his mauories of a wild landscape that was
later turned into a vast suburb. The following is an exceipt:
Now I ajn old and the smooth lawns and
the smooth faces
do not please me* I played hide and seek here
with comrades and little ^rls* I suppose
in the nights badgers and foxes took over for us*
What was it all for, where are we now?
I know of only one man who limps away on a stick.
I suppose the dynamite got the foxes*
What was it all for? The long green
golf courses, the fenced-in swiming pools of
the wealthy?
Did some good come from the dead foxes, dead roots,
dead men? Somewhere we must be mentioned*
Then mention it here, like the last of a
beaten army,
not with anger, mention it that we in playtime
may be remembered, even the delicate wings
of the butterdQles must not be lost*
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^ Xn. his poem "Say That the Gift Was Given" (Another Kind of
Autum, p. 75), Eiseley reveals his love even for the inanimate
universe:
/
Say that the gift was given long ago—
the little cat that by the roadside cried so piteously
till iU^ed up and saved ^d that was lovej
say that it takes an forms out of some human center
heartbreak knows—
love given to seipentsj to great clouded leopards moving
in snowstormsI and there is love in snowflakes, crystals, too.
So much love that catalogues must be k^t by bees
out of the odors of the springtime grass,
and there is love in atoms that makes sapphires in the dark.
Only remember >riien you give such love
to inountcdji freshets or to trees that fall
you give yourself past every human shape
and nothing is recsuLiabl^!—it stays,
cries dji the heart with winter ^d old age«
A girl's eyes are a girl's and once seen are forever.
So does the falcon perching, or the water ouz^
walking beneath waterfalls and icy torrents
perceive the great rain of the world go p^t
and if they see that way, so must the lover.
Eiseley. used not only books and. essays but also other media
to express his concerns about ecolo^ and human responsibilities.^
For example, he hosted an educational television program on a national
network. He also wrote and edited for the Satxirday Evening ^st
a coliinn ^^ch discussed current scientific concerns. Committed also
to education, he wrote a book about his philosophy of teaching and
seiTved on a committee that encouraged youth of all backgrounds to
pursue science. To spread his ideas, Eiseley frequently traveled the
countiy giving lectures and speeches. In one siich speech, presented
shortly before his death, he warned of the growing threat of
terrorism, saying that such violent behavior reflects the dangerous,
aggressive side of humankind's animal heritage ("Notes on People,"
New York Times, 15 Jan. 1975* P* 19)•
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